Saint James Way

Logistics Saint James Way from Barcelona
to Logroño

CATALONIA(Partial kilometers between populations).
Buen camino
0 Km Barcelona - There is multitude of offers of housings,
we emphasize the “Youth Hostel Barcelona Mar” C.Sant
Pau, 80 (Miss Valia 933.248.530). Town hall (010). Head
office of Tourism (932.853.834). Telephone Office civil
Attention Town hall of Barcelona: from out of Catalonia (
012/902.400.012). Telephone of emergencies (112).
Services.
Many are the nice things to see of this city. But we will
centre now to the Sant James Way.
We go out of the Sant Jaume square, continue for street
Ferrán up to ending in the Ravines once there we it cross
and raise approximately 150 mts. Direction Plaza Catalonia
up to meeting the calle Hospital, later street Sant Antoni
Abat, we will continue for street Manso that we will
continue up to meeting on l'Av. Paral.lel that we will take
until comes to Plaza Spain which we will cross up to
coming to the road of the Bordeta that we will continue
and see her that it changes then to street Gava and street
Constitució until we are with Riera Blanca which we will
cross and be in L´Hospitalet de Llobregat.

5 Km L´Hospitalet de Llobregat - There is offers of
housings Asociación de amigos del Camino de Santiago
de L´Hospitalet de Llobregat Ronda la Torrassa, 105
planta 2ª Casal d´Entitats Underground Líne - 1 Stop- Santa
Eulàlia (Schedules Look:
www.peregrinoslh.com 933.326.748). Town Hall, Of.
Attention to the citizen (934.029.494). Services.
3 Km Cornellà de Llobregat – There is multitude of
.
offers of housings, we emphasize
the pensión Balmes 636.
06.96.03. C. Dr.Martí i Julià, 32. Hab. Ind 35, Double 45 ,
Triple 60€. Town Hall (933.770.212). Services.
2 Km Urbanització de la Font Santa ( Sant Joan Despí
) – There is offers of housings, we emphasize the Fonda
.
Chavarria
933.730.915. 35 IND./ 45 Double. C. Domenec,
41. Town Hall (934.806.000). Services.
Sant Joan's exit Despí is done turning in a rotunda to the
left side in your entry and coming to the Rambla Josep
Maria Juliol and there we take the second street to the left
street Montjuic continuing straight line to go out to the
way of the gardens.
3 km SANT FELIU DE LLOBREGAT, Town Hall
(936.858.000). Hotel offer and services, leaving of the way
of the river.
2,5 km MOLINS DE REI, Town Hall (936.683.340).
Hotel offer and services, leaving of the way of the river.
access to the town by the river. There are 2 access to the
town by the river.

4,5 km EL PAPIOL, Fonda casanovas- (936.
730.042 36€ ) C. Montserrat, 24.Town Hall (936.
730.220). Services leaving of the way of the river.
7,5 km STATION OF RENFE OF
CASTELLBISBAL, Sometimes closed bar passing
a tunnel to the right.
3 km MARTORELL , There is offers of housings ,
we emphasize the Pensión “Sant Joan” C.Sant Joan,
12 (937.742.173. I boast single 20 € Double 40 €).
Next to RENFE's station. Town Hall (937.750.050
). Services.
Martorell's exit and many attention here for the tile is
absent it is done passing for the town hall and later on
we will leave the street Francesc Santacana since we
will turn to the right for the cultural country house
leaving the church to our left side up to seeing a zone
of parking of the polysport one at the time we will
turn to the left side crossing the river Anoia to
continue later for a street parallel to the N-II.
7 km ABRERA, Town hall (937.700.325). Services.
3 km ESPARREGUERA, Town hall (937.771.801).
Services.
7 km COLLBATÓ, There is offers of housings (Price high).Town hall(937.770.100). Services.
6,5 km MONASTERY OF MONTSERRAT , There is
offers of housings , Lodging of pilgrims . To call in
advance of one day (938 .777 .766 . 8€. 12pl.). You can
request the benediction of the pilgrim, it is a question of
coordinating it with the schedule of the masses . Office
of Information (938.777.701).Telephone of emergencies
(112). Services.
We emphasize your sanctuary (1025 for the abbot Oliba)
where there is venerated the image of the Virgin of
Montserrat , mistress of Catalonia and popularly known
as Moreneta due to her black color (12th century ) all

this close to the same Montserrat 's mountain, a place of
worship from the prehistory they are the spiritual center of
Catalonia. A place full of energy.
Montserrat's exit is done going down for the road of access
and, to the left side (passed the curve, opposite to the
parking bus), where there is situated an indicative plate of
the Way of Santiago, in the way of the Degotalls.

3,5 km SANTA CECILIA, no services.
Cyclists must go for road with this option from à 5,4 km
Can Maçana to à approximately 7,7 km CASTELLOLÍ. 7,
2 km SANT PAU DE LA GUÀRDIA, Rural house and
bar - restaurant "Celler de la Guàrdia" simple housing to
the pilgrims. Early obligatory reserve and for information
on if it is opened depending on the epoch or day, normally
every day in summer and the weekends (937.710.323. 15€).
The rest of the year opens fridays and saturdays.
5,9 km CASTELLOLÍ, Reception on the part of the
Town Hall in the place "El centre"(10pl.) Av.de la Unió, 45.
It is suitable to call in advance. The keys can be gathered in
the bar “La Brillante ” or in the Town hall (938 .084 .000 ).
Services. to 3 km “Bar-restaurant “ Carpi” Road N-II km 560
(938.034.010). We are very nice.
8
km IGUALADA, There is of offers of housings.
Next opening of lodging of pilgrims! Town Hall (938.031.
950). Services.

We go out of Igualada coming to the square Castells. For c.
Àngel Guimerà we come to a rotunda ; we are still straight
and, to 250 meters, catch to the right a street of raise.

5,4 km SANT GENÍS, No services.
1,6 km JORBA, youth hostel and of pilgrims in the former
parsonage in Square de la Font, 3 (938.094.101. 24pl.10€).
Bar-restaurant “La Gallega” Road N-II km 542 (Closed
every Sunday . Marisa 938.094.031). We are very nice.
Town Hall . (938.094.000). Services.
4,3 km hostal, bar-restaurant“Jorba” Road N-II km
543 (938.090.052. No rooms).
3,5 km SANTA MARIA DEL CAMÍ, No services.
1,5 km PORQUERISSES, No services.
5,7 km LA PANADELLA, hostal, bar-restaurant “
Bayona”, Road N-II km 535 (938.092.011. Average price).
They discount the pilgrims with credential. Town Hall of
Montmaneu (938.092.010). Shop in the gas station.
The exit of The Panadella becomes for your part later
beginning here really an agreeable way I walk along track
of land and where already we start forgetting something
that has accompanied us till now and that in the way
makes notice for good, the lack of noise.
Province of Lleida
4,2 km PALLEROLS, shelter in the social place
(Teresa. Square Iglesia, 2(973.540.050). No services.
The church of Pallerols's Sant Jaume is a milestone jacobeo
of all the Catalan Way. Original of the 12th century, of
double ship and recently restored, it guards a sculpture of
the apostle and one of the staffs jacobeos that crossed the
Way of Santiago in the Year 2004. Very advisable to visit
the temple. And a last curiosity of this people so
overturned to the Way. They have a stamp,"very peculiar ".
Teresa has the keys of the church (Square Iglesia, 2 (973.
540.050).
1,3 km SANT ANTOLÍ I VILANOVA,
Town Hall (973.540.001). Services.
0,5 km HOSTALETS,
2,5 km SANT PERE DELS ARQUELLS,
To the exit of Sant Pere dels Arquells we have two options ,
goods for cyclists . Option 1 The association recommends
her, for your bucolic environment. Going out we continue

to the left side à 1,1 km shelter, of the Hunters à 4 km
farm, à 1,8 km CERVERA. Option 2 More short.
Going out we continue to the right towards à 2,8 km
VERGÓS, à 3,9 km CERVERA.
CERVERA, There is of offers of housings, The social
association "Emaus Rural" manages the hostel (open all year)
Residència of the Sagrada Família (C/ Sabater, 6. Tel 722.288.
988). Associació Camí Sant Jaume (647 .578 .158 ). Town
Hall (973. 530.025 - Ext. 26). Services.
We recommend the visit in a walk forced by the streets. We
emphasize the walls, the Major square. And finally, and more
outstanding, the University located in the square of San
Miguel being of the S.XVIII, during more than one century
it(he,she) took the exclusivity as a center of Top Studies of
Catalonia.
We go out of Cervera leaving the Paeria (town hall) to
our left side. We come to the square Sant Domènec ,
turn to the right.
9,2 km EL TALLADELL, bar in the social place (it
opens from the midday) and shop of foodstuffs.
2,1 km TÀRREGA, There is of offers of housings ,
Town hall (973.311.608). Services.
We go out of Tàrrega taking the street Urgell , next to the
town hall. In the avenue Catalonia (Road N-II), for which
we go out.

2,7 km VILAGRASSA, Town Hall (973.311.162). Services.
2,3 km ANGLESOLA, Rural house - lodging "Ca L'Isidre
" C/Estació, 49 (973.308.411. 18 €). With breakfast. Also it
has rooms to high price. Town Hall (973.308.006). Services.
9,9 km CASTELLNOU DE SEANA , Lodging of
pilgrims 5 € must go to the Town Hall (973 .320 .705 .
Outside town hall hours 663.139.226). "Modern " bar C/
Sant Blai , 23 (973 .320 .843 /642 .04 .67 . 76 ). Here Rosa
Godia will give you the best information for being a
person dedicated to the Camino . Closes on Mondays .
Rural house "Olivé " C.Abat Carrera , 3 (973 .321 .373 /649 .
277 .099 . I boast way - high place).Town hall (973.320.705).
Services.
From this Association we would like to clarify that if the Way
among other things is "A" "Hospitality ", in the bar Modern
certainly we will have it.
7,8 km EL PALAU d´ANGLESOLA, New lodging of A
.A.C.S. de El Palau d´Anglesola (Weekly Hospitaleros
629.684.063. 4pl. 5€). Soledad has the keys in the working
days (Shop "Punt Bloc" Major Plaza (608.934.849). Festive (
Mossèn Carles (686.976.976/973.601.369) (Felip Palau Major
Plaza, 11 (666.286.969). Manel Tribó (629.684.063). Hotel "
Sant Antoni" C.Sant Antoni, 7 (973.602.158.
Average-low price). Town Hall (973.601.314). Services.
9,8 km BELL -LLOC d´URGELL , Lodging of pilgrims (6
pl.) by the part of the Town hall Major Plaza , s/n. Early
obligatory reserve of one day before or the same day (973.560
.100), the lodging closes from June 1 to October 31.
Restaurant “Les Vinyes del Mig” C. Sant Jordi , 67 .In charge
person good , Miquel Amoròs , dispensation I treat the
pilgrims. Services.

à 7,9 km and in the urbanization Roquetes we have two opt
ions. Option 1 go to à 1km ALCOLETGE, Welcome of
pilgrims on the part of the Town hall, in a new lodging of
Pilgrims of 2013 in the C.Mayor, 19. Obligatory reserve(973.
196.011. 8pl. 8€). Services à 7, 5 km LLEIDA. Option 2
More short. à 6,5 km LLEIDA.
LLEIDA, There is multitude of offers of housings, we
emphasize the housing for pilgrims with credential of the
lodging - residence "San Anastasi" Rambla of Aragon, 11. In
the downtown. Early obligatory reserve of one day before
and for information on if it is opened depending on the
epoch or day, or if it is reserved to groups. Normally they
close in The Holy Week and Christmas (973.266.099. 15€).
With breakfast. Hostal “Mundial” Plaza Sant Joan, 4 (973.
242.700. Low price). Pensión “La Plaça” Plaza Noguerola, 1
(973.236.847). Town Hall (973.700.303). The telephone of
emergencies (112). Station Buses (973.268.500). Renfe (902.
240.202).Services.
Of advisable mas is that there is a monument that stands out
on all and that we will distinguish with extreme facility: the
Seu Vella (centuries XIII-XIV) magnificent Gothic cathedral
dedicated to Santa Maria and named also the Castells, which
dominates the city and wherefrom the enormous tower of the
belfry stands out. In Lerida we find an interesting pilgrimage
linked to the world jacobeo: "Sant Jaume's Els Fanalets ": It is
based on a legend on the Apostle. The Peu del Romeu of
Sant Jaume's chapel (14th century), is in the same street
Major.
The tracing jacobeo does not enter the urban nucleus of
Lleida, but it takes us for the fluvial walk, close to the
river. Never we will cross the river Segre to the exit of
Lleida, and along some kilometres iremos continuing
always for your right. From the urban nucleus we
would have to cross the avenue of Catalonia, we

continue abreast for the street Mayor Coast and to the
third corner, to the left side, take the street Isaac
Albérniz until the end.
9,2 km BUTSÈNIT, bar-restaurant in social place. It
does not open in the mornings.
5
km ALCARRÀS, Hotel “Can Peixan” Av.
Catalunya, 78 (973.790.040. Mid-high price). Town Hall
(973.790.004). Municipal reception warning to police
place ( 639.793.035). Services.
6
km hostal, bar-restaurant “Cataluña y Aragón”
Road N-II km 449,9 (973.797.466/973.797.116.Midlow price). Shop in the gas station.
ARAGON
Province of Huesca
In the Community of Aragon to do in the night,
different prices and different particularities are had.
Even pensions and hotels. And many attention here
being the only thing that exists.
5,6 km BARRIO DE LITERA, hostal, barrestaurant “Oasis” Road N-II km 442 (974.470.654. Mid
-low price. Sundays closed). Shop in the gas station.
7 km FRAGA, There are offers of housings, we
emphasize the hostal “Trébol” Av. Aragón, 9
(974.471.533. Free to the pilgrims with a written
permission of the parson of the church placed in the Pl
. San Pedro, 1 (974.470.183). It is necessary to warn in
advance especially for the weekends). Camping they
have bungalow and it is opened all the year round (974.
345.212). Tourist office Plaza de España, 1 (974.470.
050). Town Hall(974.470.050). Services.

The exit of Fraga from the paseo Barrón Segoñe we
continue the street San Quintín and ultimately, to the
right, the avenue Reyes Católicos. We cross the river
Cinca for the first bridge and are still straight.
8,2 km Services area “El Ventorrillo”, Bar. Mondays
closed.
In future , we must have present that most of the bars ,
restaurants and housings next to the native close every
Saturday.Already we are in the Monegros, region and high
semiarid territory … The deep sensation of loneliness , the
silence … they do of the Monegros the onlyplace ,
undoubtedly difficultly to forget for the one who crosses it
afoot.
5,5 km bar-restaurant “Las Ventas del Rey”Road N-II
km 422. Shop in the gas station.
10,5 km hotel “La Cruzanzana” Road N-II km 412 (974.
463.044. Welcome and lunch for the pilgrim 15€).
2,2 km CANDASNOS, Town Hall (974. 463.001).
Services.
9,9 km PEÑALBA, Rural house El Balsetón (649.
545.450. 25€) It is necessary to warn in advance.Town
Hall (974.463.166). Services.

Province of Zaragoza

12,3 km BUJARALOZ, There are offers of housings,
we emphasize the Hostal “Las Sabinas” C. Santa Ana, 8
(976.173.450/665.999.165. 13 seats. ind price. 20€ Double
40€)hostal “Español” Road N-II km 390 (976.173.192/
043. Mid price). Hostal “Monegros ” C.La Luna, 9 (976
173 547. Mid-high price). Hostal “La Parilla”Road N-II
km 390,5 (976.173.230. Mid-high price). Town Hall (976.
173.175). Services.
9,2 km Service' s area “El Ciervo” Road N-II km 381,
7 (976.173.200). 24 hours opened. Possibility of
encamping in the pines.
9,8 km bar “Venta Santa Lucia” Road N-II km 372
(976 .162.001). Saturdays closed. Good deal. Ask because
nearby there is a shepherds' house in a precary conditions
where you can do in the night (over 2 Kilómeters).
18,2 km PINA DE EBRO, Town Hall (976. 165.007).
Services.
To Pina's exit the Catalan Way was connecting with
the Way Jacobeo of the Ebro.

10,8 km FUENTES DE EBRO, There are offers of
housings, hostal “Texas” C. Mayor, 13 (976.160.419. Midlow price). Hostal “Texas II” Paseo Justicia, 82
(976.160.519. Mid price). Hostal “Elena” (976.160.267.
Average price). Town Hall (976.169.100). Services.
13 km EL BURGO DE EBRO, municipal lodging 4
pl . free . 976 .105 .005/678.443.187. It is necessary to
warn in advance. Town Hall (976.105.005). Services.
8,9 km LA CARTUJA BAJA (District of Zaragoza),
Town Hall (976.726.181). Services.
8,3 km ZARAGOZA, There are offers of
housings, we emphasize the youth hostel "Baltasar
Gracián" C.Franco and Lopez, 4. Early obligatory
reserve and for information on if it is opened
depending on the epoch or day, normally opened all
the year round, except by Christmas (902.088.905. 16,
70 € 27-year-old minors 13,50 €, to 20 minutes of the
center) . Private lodging " The Put one of the
commander " C/Predicadores, 70. Early obligatory
reserve (976.282.043. 15 €, near the Prop). Hotel
"Aisa Ochoa" C.Boggiero, 166 2A and B (976.432.
465. Average price).A.A.C.S. de Zaragoza Av. Tenor
Fleta, 136. Local 1. (976.292.605/650 950 982,Tuesdays
and Fridays, of 19 ' 00 to 21 ' 00 h). Town hall (976.
721.100). The telephone of emergencies (112).
Station Buses (976.700.599). Renfe (902.240.
202). Services.
Zaragoza is a city jacobea par excellence. The capital of
Aragon and the biggest city of all the Way Jacobeo of the
Ebro. In the monumental area it is of obliged visit the
majestic basilica of Pilar (centuries XVII-XVIII), I
moderate of baroque style placed in the same square of
Pilar, who receives the Pilarica (14th century), mistress of
the Aragonese. The basilica gets up in the same place
where, according to the tradition, to the apostle Santiago
one appeared the Virgin on a prop to incite it to continue

the apostolic task for Iberian lands, and it is considered to
be the Marian temple (of worship to the Virgin Mary) more
ancient of the Christianity.
10,1 km MONZALBARBA (District of Zaragoza),
Town Hall (976.721.100). Services. Councillorship Tel.
976.77.02.56.
3,6 km UTEBO, hostal “Silvano” C/Cuenca, 2
(976 .770 .584 . Low price ). Two hotels more removed
from the way Hotel “Las Ventas” Road Logroño km 10
,5 (976.770.482. High price ). Hotel “El Águila ” Road
Logroño km 13,4 (976.771.100. Very high price).
Town hall (976.770.111). Services.
5,4 km SOBRADIEL, Town Hall (976.139.121).
Services.
3,5 km TORRES DE BERRELLÉN, Municipal lodging
of pilgrims. (closed by the pandemic). The keys can be
gathered in the bar " Aroa". It is possible to call to the town
hall of 8:00 to 14: 30 (976.653.101. 6pl. 6 €). Town hall (976.
653.101). Services.
6,5 km ALAGÓN, hostal bar-restaurant "Baraka" C/
. Pedro, 13 (Mr. Ramon, person in charge, very nice 976.
San
616.011. Average price. 20 % I discount for pilgrims). Hotel
"Los Angeles" Plaza Public granary, 4 (976.611.340. Average
price). Town hall (976.610.300). Services.
5,2 km CABAÑAS DE EBRO, Rural house “
.Guadalupe” C. Callizo de la Jota, 1-3 (637.524.363). Town
.Hall (976.616.275). Services
4,2 km ALCALÁ DE EBRO , Rural house“La Palmera de la
Ínsula ” (685 .097 .249 . 25 €). Town Hall (976 .615 .716 ).
Services.

Almost to the exit of the locality, we run against a
monument dedicated to Sancho Panza, in honor to the
references to the place that this personage expresses in the
second part of the book of Cervantes. This Association
congratulates all these persons who have not been read
"Don Quijote de la Mancha” since even it takes the
immense luck of reading it as the first time .
4,6 km LUCENI , pensión "Casa Alejandro" C.Del
Horno, 1(679.441.838. Average price). Town hall (976.652.
003). Services.
8,3 km GALLUR, Municipal lodging of pilgrims (876. 611.
479 .10-15€). To call in advance ). Town hall (976 .864 .
073 ). Services. Connect with the way CastallenoAragones. à 6,1 km and in the Imperial Channel we have
two options: Option 1 The association recommends her,
for your environment to go to à 17,9 km RIBAFORADA
. Option 2 More long. à 2, 3 km MALLÉN, municipal
lodging of pilgrims (976.850.374. 6€. To call in
advance. Closed by pandemic). Hostel "Pinocho" C/
Tudela, 4 (976.850.225. call in advance. 18€). Town hall (
976.850.005). Services. We enter the Jurisdiction of
Navarra. à 3,2 km CORTES, Town hall (948.800.435).
Services. There are 2 rural house. à 13 km
RIBAFORADA.
NAVARRA
In the Community of Navarre to do in the night, different
prices and different particularities are had. Even pensions
and hotels And many attention here being the only thing
that exists.
RIBAFORADA, Town Hall (948.844.305). Services.
Next opening of lodging of pilgrims!

13
km TUDELA , There are offers of housings, we emphasize
the municipal juvenile lodging C/Camino Caritat, 17. Early
obligatory reserve and for information on if it(he) is opened
depending on the epoch or day placed in the entry of the city (664.
636.175. 48pl.). Pensión “La Estrella” C.Carnicerías, 13 ( 948.821.518.
Low price). Office of Tourism C/Juicio, 4 (948. 848 .058). Town hall
(948.417.100). The telephone of emergencies (112). Renfe (902.240.
202). Services.
Tudela is the second of Navarre city in number of inhabitants, with
a historical, artistic and monumental heritage of the first order.
Tudela's cathedral (centuries XII-XIII), astride between
Romanesque and the Gothic, placed in full old town, is declared
national monument.
We go out of Tudela from the cathedral take the street Portarrón as
the right and the street Portal to the left side. We go out in front
of the church of the Sponge-cake. We cross the routes of the train for
a small tunnel and go to the left side for Christ's walk, passing
opposite to the local police. We advance close to a secondary road
and, by snatches, for the same road .
19,1 km CASTEJÓN, Town Hall (948.844.002). Services.
LA RIOJA
In the Community of La Rioja to do in the night, different prices
and different particularities are had. Even pensions and hotels .
And many attention here being the only thing that exists.
5,3 km ALFARO, Municipal lodging of pilgrims Paseo de la
Florida, 23 (666.041.958. 12pl.)opens at 13:00 o' clock (if you
arrive before then you call). Hostel"Modern" C/San Antón, 32 (941.
180.056. Average price). Office of Tourism (941.180.133). Town hall
(941.180.032). Services. We emphasize the collegiate church of San
Miguel (centuries XVI- XVII), declared national monument and
where stand out the great baroque front and both towers of more
than 50 meters. Since curious fact fits to mention that in your roofs
there lives the major urban colony of white storks of the whole
world.

Alfaro's exit from the square(seat) of Spain we take to the right the
small street Alfolies, go out to a road and continue it to the left
side passing, after a curve, in front of the Center of Health.
11,8 km RINCÓN DE SOTO, Town Hall (941.160.013).
Services.
13,1 km CALAHORRA, There are offers of housings, we
emphasize the municipal lodging of pilgrims and of private
management "San Francisco" C/Rasillo of San Francisco, s/n (in
the high part and close to the church of San Francisco). Early
obligatory reserve and for information depending of the epoch
or day, normally opened all the year round, except by Christmas
(941.590.511/637.736.108 18pl.9-12 €). Hotel "Calahorra's City "
C/Maestro Falla, 1 (941.147.434. Average-price). Office of
Tourism C/Ángel Oliván, 8 (941.105.061).
A.A.C.S. de Calahorra (941.132.103). Town hall (941.105.050).
Services. We distinguish from Calahorra with your dense history
your cathedral of Santa Maria (centuries XV-XVII), placed in the
part it goes down the city, of Gothic style and in it we will find
the baptismal battery with numerous references to the Way of
Santiago.
Calahorra's exit from the square of the Level one we continue the
Big street (the broadest) and rectum for the street Martyrs up
to the Summer-house Quintiliano (Town hall). We go to the right
for the Walk of the Mercadal until the end, take to the left side
the street Ruiz and Mint, come to a rotunda and raise rectum for
the street San Millán. This one goes out to the road of Murillo.
19,2 km ALCANADRE, Next opening of lodging of pilgrims!
Town hall (941.165.004). Services.
15,4 km ARRÚBAL, Municipal lodging of pilgrims, it
takes charge managing it (Miss Nieves 941.431.223. 20pl.5 €)
It is very suitable to telephone the previous day and to warn
of the arrival. Town hall (Very nice 941.431.103). Services.

3,7 km AGONCILLO , hostal “El Molino” Road Saragossa, km 12
(to the exit, to 300 meters of the Way, in the point where it
takes contact with the native) (941.431.316. Average price). Hotel "
The Sequero " Road Saragossa, km 15 (941.437.008.
Average price). Town hall (941.431.007). Services.
14,5 km LOGROÑO , There is multitude of offers of housings, we
emphasize the municipal lodging and headquarters of the A.A.C.S.
de Logroño C/Rua Vieja , 32 (941 .248 .686 . 68 pl .7€). Parochial
lodging close to the temple of Real Santiago (Tel of the parish 941.
209.501. 30pl. Will €). In August there receive in the polysport San
Francisco recommended overcoat cyclists (665.355.437). Town
hall (941 .277 .000 ). The telephone of emergencies (112 ). Station
Buses (941.235.983). Renfe (902.240.202). Services. Logroño is the
headquarters of the Federación Española de Asociaciones de
Amigos del Camino de Santiago C / Rua Vieja , 3 – Bajo (941.245.
674). www.caminosantiago.org
To visit the Fountain of pilgrims .The XIIth to the side church of
Santiago the Royal (16th century). The cathedral of Santa Maria the
Redonda (15th century).
aacslh@gmail.com
ASOCIACIÓN DE AMIGOS DEL CAMINO DE SANTIAGO
DE L´HOSPITALET DE LLOBREGAT
Casal d´entitats , Ronda la Torrassa, 105 planta 2º 08903
L´ Hospitalet de Llobregat (Bcn)

Note of the Association.
The association mentions the principal cities or villages and gives a reference
of the principal municipal lodgings or of a traditional type,
Recommending the above mentioned and always to be generous with
altruistic people and clarifying that numerous private lodgings or
different forms exist of pernotar depending of the epoch, polysport
etc. To avoid mud and almost impracticable ways the cyclists must
circulate in some sections NOT PUT by the road.
Guide to go and a stage to be informed before what it is.We make
some exceptions in a personal capacity and give a last advice that
everything seen, listened, well-read or enclosed well-considered he
forgets even ours. Alone it is worth enjoying the Way; your history,
your ways, your destiny, your sense.
Next Holy Year or Year Jacobeo 2021. Got Santiago ¡E Ultreia! ¡E
Suseia! Deus adiuva nos.
BUEN CAMINO...

ROUTE DETAILED TO MONTSERRAT
0 Km Barcelona
We go out of the Plaza Sant Jaume, continue for street Ferrán up
to ending in the Ramblas once there we cross and raise
approximately 150 mts. Direction Plaza Catalonia up to meeting the
calle Hospital, later street Sant Antoni Abat, we will continue for
street Manso that we will continue up to meeting on the Av. Paral.lel
that we will take until comes to Plaza Spain which we will cross up to
coming to the road of the Bordeta that we will continue and see her
that it changes then to street Gava and carrer Constitució until we
are Riera Blanca street which we will cross and be in L´Hospitalet
de Llobregat.
http://www.usatf.org/routes/view.asp?rID=417350

5 Km L’Hospitalet de Llobregat
We go out from she it was Riera Blanca for the road of Santa
Eulalia opposite the Galician house and we will cross ahead from a
gas station to some 100 m immediately afterwards to cross for the
following streets that cross the road of Santa Eulalia ; street Buenos
Aires , JacintoVerdaguer , Pareto , Anselmo , Key , Trade , Santiago
Rusiñol , General Prim, to the right we leave the second Gas station,
angel Guimera , Castelao , at a the level of 1 Km we are Sant Jaume's
monolith of Galicia . We go out for Sta 's church . Eulalia de
Provençana in forward passing for a below the bridge , we leave the
road of Santa Eulalia Enric Prat of the Riba is named the street and
we will cross the following streets in direction the town hall, ciudad
Condal, mare de Deu de la Merce, Pau Sans, Leonardo da Vinci,

Minero, Miquel Romeu ,Santiago de Compostela at this level there is
2 Km. Maestro Candi , Rodes , plaza Maestro Clave and to the right
we leave the Third Gas station , avenue Fabregada , San Antoni , Pau
Casals, Vigo, Ravine Rightly Oliveras we leave Enric Prat's street of
the Riba to catch the Major street to go to the town hall to continue
up to the street Famadas.

Church of Santa Eulalia de Provençana

8 Km CORNELLÀ
We continuing L'Hospitalet's road direction Cornella to cross the
Khan's park Merchant and after passing two rotundas we will enter
Joaquim Rubio's street i Ors and will be still straight up to managing
to stop to Sant Boi's road which we will cross to catch Sant Joan's
road Despí that on having entered Sant Joan Despí will change from
name to street Major.
http://www.usatf.org/routes/view.asp?rID=427416

12 Km Sant Joan Despí
We will meet a rotunda several streets we turn to our left side
and happen(pass) for a house with a metallic stairs, are still straight
up to coming to the second rotunda and turn to the right and we will
give to the Ravine Josep Maria Juliol; the second street to the left
side ( Street Montjuic) the cogeremos to be going to go out to the
road which we will cross and we catch a way of gardens according to
us the signs indicate, on having finished the way we will see a
confluence of three ways, catching that of the center to cross the
highway (A-2) for the bridge overhead. At the end of the bridge we
will see again three ways we catch this time that of the right to catch
the way asphalted surface until the end and to turn to the left side to
pass for a bridge that passes the great one was dry river for below.
Here the way can think in two directions to the left side for a new
and nicer way near to the river Llobregat but with an epoch of step
along nest building bird (not advisable to pass from 15 of the April
on September 15). Or in the bridge to go to our right for the ancient
way we will go out in front of a lunchroom which we will
leave it to our left side to continue the dirt track towards ahead and
later once turn into asphalt we enter with the limits of a new village.
15 Km Sant Feliu de Llobregat
On having finished the gardens we will pass below two bridges
(passed 2 bridges there is an access to the population of Sant Feliu
for if it was necessary) .
We coming towards ahead continuing the arrows and yellow
brands bearing in mind that we will not turn aside for the
underground steps that we are we have to continue always towards
the left side. Here it connects in a river mouth to the river
Llobregat both ways that could be caught.

17,500 Km Molins de Rei
Continuing the way that we had without leaving to the road we will
pass below the big bridge of white color and will cross it. Here later
we will pass for a beautiful aiguamolls (created expressly) for the
different fauna giving the option to pass it for his two sides to
contemplate it better to return to join both ways once finished the
aiguamolls. We can after the bridge take the way of the left side (mas
travelled and new way) up to coming at the level of the river which
we will continue leaving it always to our left side, or past the bridge
to turn to the right (more ancient) we will have the road to our right
and once spent passed the aiguamolls to turn to the left side to come
together with another nearest way to the river Llobregat.
( 300 mts. After the Aiguamolls we have an entry to the population
of Molins of rei if it(he) was necessary and 4 kms. Here in after we
have another entry to the same population). We will see the route
of the AVE(HIGH SPEED TRAIN) to another side of the river
and continuing way we will pass having to sight and also to another
side a Cementera and it the Circulo de Lectores, We will pass
below a bridge up to coming to Molins de Rei's lunchroom that we
it will find to our right and he laughed to our left side.
22 Km El Papiol After the lunchroom we will pass ahead from two
towers of the light to turn to the left side (to the right we have an
access to the population of The Papiol if it was necessary travelling
1,2 Kms) catching the way that passes for below for same of the
bridge of the AVE(HIGH SPEED TRAIN). We meet later a
confluence of ways, catching the fact that this mas to the left side,
which was taking us up to a Water filter system.

24 Km Castellbisbal

Leaving a way that raises her to the right, we continue the way to
rise in a strong raise to the right and to leave behind the Filter
system to the right. Many Attention later because to approximately
100 meters we turn for one I walk to our left side leaving the way
that we had. We will cross the great one she was dry river that it is
paying attention for if ride waters down. Once crossed it the dry
river we will continue our straight way and will pass below two
bridges, a lot of care here so they are in construction to pass the
different roads and them to join of a side of the river other one,
we will continue practically straightly for a green route continuing
the indications having again the river Llobregat to our left side .
Of face already we see Montserrat's mountains, we will continue
for the way and will pass below a very big pedestrian bridge of
yellow color and once passed the bridge to our left side we will see
that to another shore of the river we are at the level of San Andrés
de la Barca.
We will be still always straight for the track paved, to our left side
the river Llobregat and to our right a factory of blue colour
( Smelting Celsa) .Pasaremos below four bridges continued in this
section of the river Llobregat and to few distance we will see a
vertical sign at the level of the station of Castellbisbal's
RENFE.
29,500 Km Estación de RENFE CASTELLBISBAL
We will continue rectum as indicates us the vertical sign during
approximately 3 kms. (We will continue the indications of the
vertical signs) until we spy the Bridge of the devil, we will rise for a
ramp asfaltada where we will cross the bridge and already we will
be in Martorell.
http://www.usatf.org/routes/view.asp?rID=417373

32,500 Km Martorell
After crossing the bridge of the devil we are still straight crossing
the street Sant Bartomeu and passing for the Caserna of the cavalry
up to finding the square of the creu, later we will continue for the
street Pere Puig passing between Sant Joan's chapel and the hotel
Manel and a few meters later for a white building, later iremos for
the street Anselm Clavé later on we will be the town hall, later with
the school of music Cal Nicolau, later on we will leave the street
Francesc Santacana since we will turn to the right for the cultural
country house leaving the church to our left side up to seeing a zone
of parking of the polysport one at the time we will turn to the left
side crossing the river Anoia to continue later for a street parallel to
the N-II. We will be still straight up to coming to a rotunda and will
leave her to our left side being going to stop for the Av. Montserrat
and we will continue this street everything until your end being going
to stop for a few industrial estates hereinafter(later on) we will pass
ahead from the station of Martorell Enllaç's FGC, a few meters later
we will cross the routes of the train being still always straight. A few
meters we will be a company of rent of lift trucks (Borasa, S.A.)
where we will turn to the right and then following the left side up to
coming to a Khan's indication Bros where we will turn to the right
and will cross the A-2 for below and immediately afterwards(below
and continuously) we will take a dirt track up to managing to find
again(afresh) to the A-2 (highway of the North-East) going we
parallel for our way that we have caught entering this way Abrera.

39,500 Km Abrera

(Down below the logistics is from Abrera to Montserrat in bicycle)

We cross the population for street Nou, street Major, up to
coming to the iglésia, we will take the Av. Autonomous
government of Catalonia leaving the church to our right, we will
be still straight and will cross the C-55 for below, later we will
continue rectum catching Sant Jaume's street, and we will go out
of the population will cross below the belt IV and will continue
the dirt track, crossing he it dry river and then iremos for the left
side passing below 3 bridges and iremos to stop for a way to an
industrial estate, on which we it will border coming to the street
cami Ral where we will see a sign indicating the cyclists to take
direction Monistrol but we iremos for the street Cami Ral entering
Esparreguera the street Lluís Auguet, Tijola's street, walk dels Jocs
Olimpics up to meeting on the walk of the castell.

www.usatf.org/routes/view.asp?rID=416509

44,750 Km Esparreguera
We go rectum for the walk of the Castell, Principat's street, street
Laureà Miro going always rectum for this street we will cross the
whole population, will pass for the squareof the town hall, Great
street, later we will pass ahead from Sta's church. Eulalia, street
Montserrat up to coming to the street Cami de Can Comelles where
we will have two options 1) Continue for C. Bruc until it joins with
Av. Francesc Macià which will go parallel to the A-2 and we will go
straight up to Collbató (shorter). and 2)where we will turn to the
right for the street Cami de Can Comelles, we will come to a
rotunda which we will stop to our right and will be still straight
stopping the population, we will come to a mansion and will turn
later to the right continuing always the way. We will come to a
marked curve which we will leave her to our right, will continue the

way upto catching the B-112 and will have 2 options:
a) To cross the B-112 and to continue for a way that will take the
village to us for the street the Salut (recommended because we
avoid the road, more natural and more short).
b) a) We will continue a few meters to the left side for the
B-112 up to coming at an entry where we will enter
Collbató.

50,700 Km Collbato
a) We will lower a few stairs and iremos for way direction to the
hermitage of the Salut passing for a lunchroom with Bar and
barbecues.
b)We will enter Collbató and iremos for the street Amadeo Vives,
will cross the plaça of the Iglésia, passing for Sant Corneli's parish.
We will pass for an arch and then we will lower a few stairs and
iremos for way direction to the hermitage of the Salut passing for a
lunchroom with Bar and barbecues.

www.usatf.org/routes/view.asp?rID=360132
OPCIÓN A
www.usatf.org/routes/view.asp?rID=361911
OPCIÓN B
www.usatf.org/routes/view.asp?rID=361912

From Collbató we will raise Montserrat for the way of them coves
of Salnitre and later we will take the way of the Santa Cova (up to
the monastery we have approximately 6,5 Kms.)

57,200 Km Monasterio de Montserrat

From Abrera to Montserrat by Bicycle

39,500 Km Abrera
We cross the population for carrer Nou, carrer Major, up to coming
to the church, we will take the Av. Generalitat de Catalunya leaving
the church to our right, we will be still straight and will cross the C-55
for below, later we will continue rectum catching Sant Jaume's carrer,
and we will go out of the population will cross below the Road IV
and will continue the dirt track, crossing it the dry river and then
iremos for the left side passing below 3 bridges and iremos to stop
for a way to an industrial estate, on which we it will border coming to
the c. cami Ral where we will see a sign indicating the cyclists to take
direction Monistrol, we will continue rectum continuing the sign for
the cyclists, up to meeting the C-1414 (direction to Olesa) and we will
continue the road approximately 2 kms.
Esparreguera-Colonia Sedó- Montserrat
We will continue the road C-1414 until we see nearby a bridge to
cross the river Llobregat before coming to this bridge we catch to
the left side (Street of l ' Església) and we it will continue little more
than one km and will turn the 1 ª to the right (Monistrol's Road)
towards the Cologne It sedated (former textile colony) which we will
cross entering a kind of metallic bridge, this road. It will take to us
Can Vinyals and after Can Vinyals a bifurcation, we will see
cogeremos that of the right (Street of the cova del anima) y después
cogeremos la siguiente a la derecha and later cogeremos the
following one the right (Can's Street Paloma) which later on will

connect with the road B113 that will lead us to giving to the road C55 we catch it to our right (direction to Abrera) and we will advance
approximately 500 mts. and when we see the link with The Puda we
will cross the C-55 and will continue for a way asphalted surface that
then will be of land that rises to our right telling that it is a strong
raise it is necessary to take enough oxygen to be able to raise it once
above we will stoop for the way of our left side it is a paved enough
way always continuing the signs we will pass by means of a few
mountains that we have baptized them as the cannon of colored by
your similar one to the movies of Indians and cowboys who were
done former.
We will be still straight continuing the signs and parallel to the right
the route of the railroad and to the left side the river Llobregat always
iremos rectum to our right up to coming to the bridge of the air one
here we have a Bar that according to that hour(o'clock) is we can
catch victualling. The way was taking the population of Monistrol to
us passing primeramente ahead from a filter system and at the level
of the big bridge that the Llobregat crosses we will turn aside to the
right to rise up to enter Monistrol the street of the Pla with the
confluence of the Holy street Ana there we are a fountain we will
continue the street and will turn to the left side to cross it bridge of
the river and cogeremos the BP-1121 that after approximately 9 kms.
will take us to the Monastery.

The famous cannon of colored

Link of the plane:
www .usatf .org /routes /view .asp ?rID =
428024
MONTSERRAT 66,500

Montserrat's Abbey

FROM MONTSERRAT TO IGUALADA
Kms. Partial 24,8
Accumulated Kms. 82
To the feet of the Moreneta it is still ours to
peregrinate up to the city of Santiago de Compostela.
When we move away from the mountain for the
intimate way dels Degotalls we move away from the
mountain for the face of the Bruc to meet Castellolí's
locality and finally we will come to the city of
Igualada. We still have L'Hospitalet and Montserrat in
the recollection.

Montserrat's mountain

The Way to Saint James

00 Km Montserrat
Being still ours to peregrinate we have to go down to the road
and to continue towards the restaurant and self-service towards the
parking of the motor-coaches. For the way of the Degotalls that this
put up signs like Saint Jame 's Way , a way full of history and
romanticism.We begin the way seeing a real place of conference and
beautiful monuments for a calm enough and comfortable way .
At the foot of a tower of electricity and passing for a front -door
grating we have to go down for a dirt track and stone that will take
us to the road always continuing the signs . We go out of the way
and catch the road towards the left side , approximately seven
kilometres up to Can Maçana.
3,6 Km Santa Cecília
Rightly in front of the refuge we see the white and red signs
of GR who will lead us for a variant of Mountain up to Can
Maçana but we will continue for the road.

Santa Cecília

5,4 Km Can Maçana
Here we will be a crossing road will continue to the left side
towards the N II to approximately 100 meters we have to bear in
mind that we will have to turn aside for a very narrow way towards
the right leaving the road always continuing the signs , immediately
afterwards we will have to rise for a strong stony slope , will make
serve the way romeu of that they come from the city of Igualada .
Igualada. We will continue the signs up to Sant Pau de la Guàrdia.
1,8 Km Sant Pau de la Guàrdia
Once passed Sant Pau 's restaurant we will enter the
urbanization Montserrat Park Virgin street will continue the
brands of the GR in a good moment , will turn to the right for the
street Castellolí and on having ended cogeremos a way that goes out
to a track that we will continue to our left side for a tooled field.At
the level of a tower of vigilance we will leave the GR that goes away
to the left side, we turn to our right for a track.That was taking the
former N II to us we continue lowering to our right to allow and to
catch a way and a great page that was taking us to a way that goes
down for the way of the ravine. Always we will concentrate on the
brands and signs . Again we will go out for the N II and after a
strong curve we will pass the highway over a bridge to come to
Castellolí´s locality.

6 Km Castellolí
We will enter the avenue Union not to leave her up to the exit
of the village, going out of the village we leave ourselves to the right
a bridge that the N II crosses continue rectum towards them
Houses of l'Alzina , there is bar and restaurant to another side of
the highway we will be still straight and will go out to another road,
will continue it to the left side to turn aside immediately to the right
continuing a way asphalted surface that it makes raised always
looking at the signs , we cross first above and later below the
highway and we will come to an industrial estate that fits to the exit
of the highway of Igualada East.
We will come to the road N II and us iremos to the right, in
Close direction . Cogeremos the way of service parallel to the road,
for your left side to find Vilanova 's road we continue it up to
coming to the first semaphores of Igualada and we will turn to the
left side.
8 Km Igualada
There is a fountain in the square below the cruz de las
butifarras and after crossing the routes of the train of the
Autonomous government of Catalonia iremos for the avenues of
Montserrat , of Caresmar , street Soledad , we pass ahead from the
parish of the Soledad, cross the square of the Rei, continue for the
street of Sant Bartomeu , of Sant Jaume , of Sant Roc and of Sant
Sebastià, we will cross the square of the Creu, and will continue for
the street Sant Simplici , Sant Joan 's square the street Sant Agustí
and the Square de los Castillos where there is a fountain.

FROM IGUALADA TO CERVERA
Km. Partial 37,2
Accumulated Km. 119
The first part of this stage is dominated by long contacts by the
N-II that will accompany us up to Zaragoza.Telling the opening of
the highway one can travel much better Jorba 's section to the
Panadella that has stayed for the pilgrims.
From the Panadella we will find the tranquility of the village of
Ondara's Bank.
The population of Pallerols visit and you were charmed with your
church.
.

Sight of the Sanctuary of the Mare de
Déu of the Pietat of Igualada.

00 Km Igualada
We go out of Igualada by Àngel Guimera 's avenue , we will
continue the road always bearing the arrows and yellow signs in
mind, we will pass for a bridge immediately we will leave the road
and will turn to the right for a street that does raise towards the
institute , for the left band of the institute we find a wide track that
was taking us to an urbanization catch the streetMaria Trull i Alguè
and we are still straight up to coming to Sant 's hermitage
Sesoliveres 's Jaume . We pass ahead from the hermitage and catch
the street of the Bages that rises to the right later we will turn to the
left side , later iremos rising for the different streets towards the
convent of closing of Carmen always continuing the signs as they
indicate us. We come to Convent of Closing of Carmen, attention ,
we will pass for a caminito that exists to our left side that is difficult
to prepare for both houses to be stuck and will rise for a few stairs
that were taking us to a garden towards a particular farmhouse Can
Blasi .We will go out to a road we continue it to the right to
approximately
400 meters we will pass ahead from a few
refrigerating stores and on the highway. It will take it turned aside to
the left side that was taking us to Sant Genís.

5,4 Km Sant Genís
We will find a fountain the this splendid water, will cross the
village always continuing the signs and we will be still straight up
to Jorba

Castell of Jorba

1,6 Km Jorba
We come to the N-II turn to the left side crossing the whole
village for street Major , before does a stop in house the Galician
that they will attend to you very well and you will be able to put a
very special stamp that they have. On having finished the village
we will be a rotunda we have to take to our left side to go to the
former N-II leaving the highway to our right .We come to the
Hotel Jorba. We are still straight for the rail of access to the hotel,
pass under the highway and go out to the N-II. We continue and
return to crossing the highway above. We catch the way of ahead
always continuing the signs up to coming to Santa Maria del Camí.
7,8 Km Santa Maria del Camí
We continue for the N-II continuing the signs we leave the
road and cogeremos to the left side a cartwright 's way that was
taking Porquerisses. To us be careful! There is another optional way
that from the hotel Jorba turns us aside towards Sta. Maria of the
camí and going out of this village it will take us to a very nice way,
though it is necessary to bear in mind that it rises enough, where we
will appear in a called village La Tallada one and once there we have
the option to continue this way that will take us up to Cervera
though without any service . We recommend to go out of The
Carved one and to go down for the road that we will find to the exit
of the village and continuing your indications iremos to stopping
toPanadella where we will be able to continue the way of the guide.

1,5 Km Porquerisses
There is a bank and a fountain to the foot itself of the
church , we go out of the village and before a way comes to the
road cogeremos to the left side that goes down softly . (The
cyclists must continue for the road ). We will cross the N-II and
cogeremos a path that stays to the right, iremos rising to go out to
the N-II and we will continue it up to coming to the Panadella.
5,7 Km La Panadella
We go out for the side of the left side of the bus depots, next to a
white hermitage we are a way cartwright without asfaltar we it will
be necessary to continue a good moment . We will come to a way
asphalted surface and will turn to the right without leaving the way
that was taking us to Pallerols's locality.

Sant Jaume's image in Pallerols

4,2 Km Pallerols
We approach the village for Sant Jaume's street, we will turn
to the left side for the street Sant Isidre to pass for the church that
is one of the jewels of the Catalan way will meet in the square of the
church also a series of shells of bronze attached to the soil of the
square those of León besides a great shell of carved stone to ask to
the Roca that is in front of the church that shows the church to you
and the stamp puts you deserves a good stop this this locality very
sensitized with the topic jacobeo.We will turn to right hand for the
street Portella to return to go out to Sant Jaume 's street and to go
out of the village.
1,3 Km Sant Antoli i Vilanova y Hostalets de Cervera We
are still straight and pass towards the village of Hostalets
that is stuck to this village, it has a hermitage dedicated to
Saint George. We go out of the village and before coming to
the N-II we will turn to the left side to catch a way
cartwright, after passing a bridge will turn to the right (be
careful! to the sign of the tree) and we continue for a track
asfalthed until comes to Sant Pere's dels Arquells locality.
3 Km Sant Pere dels Arquells
We go out of the village and find Sant Pere's fountain. To exit
Sant Pere's dels Arquells we have two options, suitable for cyclists.
Option 1 The association recommends her , for your bucolic
environment . Going out we continue to the left side à 1,1 km
shelter, of the Hunters à 4 km farm, à 1,8 km CERVERA.

Option 2 More short. Going out we continue to the right towards
à 2,8 km VERGÓS, à 3,9 km CERVERA.
Without any difficulty for a calm track. We cross the N-II and catch
the way that we have ahead towards a factory which we will tack
and continue for the way that rises up to finding a crossing way that
we will continue to the left side to return to cross the N-II to catch
the way to Vergós.
2,8 Km Vergós
We turn to the left side for the Major street and continue it
until one transforms into a way that not this one very clear and in
poor condition continuing one dry river that it was taking to us to
Fiol's fountain the cyclists we recommend to him to cross the whole
village and to go out again to N-II and to continue it up to Cervera
.From Fiol's fountain we continue the track up to Cervera.

Cervera's panoramic sight

3,9 Km Cervera
We approach Cervera for Sant Francesc's slope (if we turn for
Jesus' street we will go out directly to Santa Magdalena ). To raised
average we will turn to the right towards the walls and cogeremos a
few stairs that rise to the street de la Barbacana de Pere III el
Ceremoniós . We will continue to the right of raised rightly in front
of Coast of the Company . We them rise and go out to the Major
street that we have to continue towards the left side.

FROM CERVERA TO CASTELLNOU DE SEANA
Km. Partial 26,2
Accumulated Km. 145,2
To Cervera's exit it supposes the first direct contact
with the loneliness of the way and is not any more than a
small test. Later on we will think in Tàrrega that it will open
the doors of the Pla d'Urgell us a great plain of ways that
were taking us to the beautiful villa of famous Lleida in the
topic jacobeo for your Peu Romeu.

0,0 Km Cervera
To go out of Cervera once placed opposite the Paeria we
have to catch the street of the right that passes in front of the
church of Santa Maria and we catch the street of the Castell up to
the walls. We pass for the door of the walls and turn to the right
and immediately to the left side for a way that goes down ,
everything leaving the most wide way and with many stone . We
come to a track, we it continue to the right everything the straight
one up to coming to the hermitage of Santa Magdalena .We catch
the track that begins the right 5 m before coming to the hermitage
and we it are still always recta noticing always with the signs and
yellow brands, we will cross a road and immediately continuously
we will leave a church in ruins to our right.
We come to a crossing way , that of the right goes to La
Curullada and that of the Left side to the Granyanella. We are still
straight stop to the left side el Molí de la Torre , peasant 's great
house with a few big towers that are in ruins. In the crossing to the
right the way that comes from Fonollera. To the left side we find a
farmhouse we will be still straight as the signs mark . In another
crossing of way we leave to the left side the way that goes to the
farmhouse of It dwells and we pass next to a scale are still straight,
to the right we leave the cemetery of El Taladell at the entry it is a
date of 1856, on a singular skull.
9,2 Km El Taladell
We go out for the Major street and for the road asfaltada up
to Tàrrega

2,1 Km Tàrrega
We enter to the city the avenue of Generalitat, behind the station of
the train we find the signs of the variant of Puente la Reina
passing forSan Juan de la Peña, we continue for the street Mossèn
Belt Verdaguer and we come to the square of Carmen and cross the
Av. Joan Maragall, we continue up to the square Major and despues
towards the right for street Urgell to catch the Avenue of Catalonia
(N -II ) and we it continue rectum up to Tàrrega exit always
concentrating on the signs. We pass for the point Kilometer 506 of
the N-II and a bit later we will pass ahead from the factory of oils
Borges crossing the river Ondara up to Vilagrasa.
2,7 Km Vilagrassa
We continue 200 meters and turn to the right to enter the
village the street Tàrrega continue it until the end, pass ahead from
the church, the street from here is called Anglesola , ultimately we
will find a road that goes to the village of Anglesola.We continue it
to pass for the bridge of the highway .We spass a rotunda . We are
still straight for the road to approach the village.
2,3 Km Anglesola
For the street that goes out in diagonal to the left side in a
crossing (Major street). We come to the square of Santa Anna. We
are still straight up to street Església , despues see the square
Església and manage to stop to street camí of Barbens , are still
straight for the above mentioned street and come to the exit and
turn to the right continuing the arrows of the way that will take us

to a road not asphalted hup to coming to a way that we will
continue always straightly up to coming to Urgell 's channel . We
cross Urgell's channel in a crossing way and we continue for the way
asphalted surface direction Bellpuig (vertical signposting) and there
comes a moment in which a sign of the way indicates us that we
should leave this way and should catch another way not asphalted
surface .We are still quite straight and leave to the left side a made
shed of mud . To 100 meters we find Bellpuig 's way leave and
continue it straight.
We cross Bellpuig 's road (2Km,) to Barbens (4 Km). We
are still straight for the real way . We have to the right a farmer 's
great house with a central arcade . We go out to the road of
Bellpuig (2 Km) to Ivars d’Urgell (3’9 Km.). We continue the
road to the left side in direction Bellpuig and to 200 meters (just
before Kilometre 2) we catch a way cartwright to the right that goes
down softly always concentrating on the signs that indicate the way
to us to continue.In a crossing way we will continue to our left side,
we pass for a channel and a shed and to 200 meters we will turn to
right hand continuing the sticks of the telephonic one up to the
entry of Castellnou de Seana.

9,9 Km Castellnou de Seana
We enter Marius Torres's street and are still straight for the
street Calvari and come to the Major Square.

FROM CASTELLNOU DE SEANA TO LLEIDA
Km. Partials 32
Accumulated Km. 177, 2
The distance that separates us from Lleida still
is big , but only we will be two villages while we
continue advancing for fields of fruit -bearing trees
and after this new experience in loneliness we will
enter the region of the Segrià for the industrial park
of Lleida 's city that supposes a strong trauma
difficult enough to take up office for the great
sacrifice that supposes in the way of Santiago
crossing the big capitals.

Letter of the village of Castellnou de Seana of May 25, 1179 in
the historical national file of Madrid

0,0 Km Castellnou de Seana
We go out of Castellnou de Seana crossing the Major square
for the way and towards the right towards the street Del Abad
Carrera that does descent and tour towards the left side where we
find the polysport one and a scale. Later we will turn towards the
left side and will go out to Ibars de Urgel's road (4 Km) for Vilasana
(4Km ) we cross it continuing way asphalted surface and to
approximately 200 meters we will find a wall with the explanatory
signposting that we have to catch the second way that goes to the
left side leaving the road we continue it and a bit later we will pass
for a farm that we will leave to the right. We are in Golmes's road (2
Km ) to It Vila -sana (3 Km ). We catch to the left side and
immediately to the right for the way without asfalth . We cross
Mollerussa 's road (2 Km ) to It Vila -sana (2 Km ). We are still
straight . We cross Mollerusa 's road (2 Km) to Linyola (7 Km) and
are still straight up to the term of El Palau d'Anglesola.
7,8 Km El Palau d’Anglesola
We approach the village for a bridge and catch the street Nou
that ends to the street Sant Josep , which will go straight line. We
pass for the side of the church, in front of the drugstore we turn to
the left side for lacalle of the Font. We happen(pass) for the side of
a cross and go out of the village for the road towards Fondarella.We
take to the right for a road and we it fcontinue approximately 600
meters where we leave her and we will continue a track asfalthed to
the right.
We cross for a bridge for the Auxiliary Channel d ' Urgell . We
continue the track of the left side and we will come to a bifurcation,
we continue to our left side and pass for the side of a plant of
electricity, the track plans a double curved right - left side.

To approximately 400 mts. We go out to a track to the left side
that goes to the bridge on the highway and cross it. We continue
for the right go for a track parallel to the highway half a km
despues, in a bifurcation, continue to the left side.We cross for a
bridge the routes of the train . We continue the same track , and
enter Bell-lloc d ' Urgell.

Panoramic sight of Sant Miquel's church Archangel of Bell-Lloc
Ramon Visa's photography

9,8 Km Bell-Lloc d’Urgell
When we come to the Church we continue up to the square
Lluís Companys. We cross the routes of the train, despues continue
to the left side, porla the first street to the right and take to the left
side Alcoletge's way, going out of Bell-Lloc. Mts. continue 400 for a
way of gravel.
We are in a bridge that crosses the highway, we will cross and
continue it straightly . Bifurcation . We turn to left side. We come it
unites house. We continue to right and half a km after we pass for a
small bridge and we catch the way that goes out immediately to the

left side towards an urbanization, are still straight when we come to
the houses we will take the way of the left side that borders on the
tanks up to coming to the highway and will cross it.
We go for a way asphalted surface to the right parallel to the
highway and we leave to the right another bridge that crosses it. We
continue for the track that removes us from the highway and we it
continue rectum up to finding the Lleida's first industrial ships.We
will enter Lleida's industrial estate. Ahead we can see the Cathedral
Vella de Lleida, catch the street Engeniero Mies, ultimately iremos
to the left side for the avenue of the Industry and it we will continue
up to taking a road to right hand. We cross the routes of the train
and continue to the left side.
We will be still parallel to Segre river for the left margin we will pass
for a below a bridge and we are still straight .We go out for the
avenue Josep Tarradellas and continue it towards the right, cross the
river Segre for the Pont Vell towards Arch and to the statue of
Indibil and Mandoni and it enters the city.
14,4 Km Lleida
We pass for a below the arch we will turn to the left side for
the Major street , later on to the right we leave the Chapel of the
Peu Romeu , we continue rectum up to the avenue Catalonia
without stopping visiting the former Hospital of Santa Maria (today
the Institut d'Estudis Ilerdencs).

FROM LLEIDA TO FRAGA
Km Partial 32,8
Accumulated Km 210
Without almost realizing we move away from
Catalan lands and enter Aragonese lands but still we
will not realize until we come to Fraga, on the verge
of the Monegros in future we still have a few hard
enough stages for the aridity of the area and the
loneliness that they contain , but it has to serve us as
stage prologue since later on they wait for such
famous lands of fields in Castilla.

0,0 Km Lleida
To go out of Lleida we have to cross the avenue Catalonia
and to continue for the street of the Mayor Coast . At the level of
the church of Santa Maria de Gardeny we will turn to the left side
for Isaac's street Albéniz and to be going to find the river, we will
cross the N-II for a footbridge and will be still straight for Ton
Sirera's street, we pass ahead from a college and ultimately the walk
is ended we continue for an interior road for the side of the river
Segre.
Crossing road, we take to the left side continuing the course
of the river, to the right it goes away to the Educational center The
Segre . We leave the way asphalted surface that goes to a cement
factory to continue to the left side next to the river Segre. We see to
another band of the river the population of Albatarrec we will be
still straight always concentrating on the signs that indicate the way
to us to continue . To the right there is a plant of treatment of
material of construction and to the left side a step for trucks on the
river. We will be still quite straight for the broad way that we have
of face always next to the river Segre (in this zone there is few
signposting ) continuing the way until the end where we will be a
bifurcation and will leave the river to the left side and will raise a
small slope and will be the polysport one of a college to the left
side, we are in Butsenit.
9,2Km Butsenit
We raise a soft earring that will take us to the doors d and
Butsenit 's hermitage do not stop visiting since still it preserves the
rings where the pilgrims of the middle ages were tying to the horses
besides your historical importance , we will turn to the left side and
we go rectum in direction the cooperative Bonfruit (warning label).

On having passed in front of the cooperative the way ends
asphalted surface and we continue rectum for a corridor. We leave a
caminito to the left side and other one to the right that we are
passing immediately in front of a farm of cows, we catch this way
that does not seem that it, it is bear in mind and to give many
attention that to approximately 100 meters we have to turn to the
right and to pass over a puentecito that is hidden by the
undergrowth of the forest, after crossing it dry river we will enter a
track and we it continue rectum between fields of fruits. The way is
named the Graninella . The way turns into asphalt and we will
continue it up to managing to stop the NII.
We turn for a street without managing to cross the NII leaving her
to the right and we continue ahead of the bar The Peña continue
for the street passing for the stores and you make up to coming to a
way called Torrent i Ramell , to the right we leave a bridge below
N-II, we will continue to the left side always for the track asfaltada
that will take us to Alcarràs's locality.

5 Km Alcarràs
We come in front of a farm and do a zigzag to catch the way
that surrounds the village of Alcarràs leaving it to the right . We
cross a road asfaltada and are still straight for a wide track, the way
does a strong curve to the right for the side of a house towards the
road N-II. Before coming to the road we have to turn to the left
side and to pass between two stores of fruit (constructions of brick).
We are still straight for the way of La Clamó , asphalted surface. We
come to the road of Torres de Segre, We go to the right and to

200 meters , n front of a store cogeremos the dirt track to the left
side continuing the sticks of the telephone. We are in the road N-II
in the kilometer 449. We continue towards the left side towards a
rotunda . We cross and continue it quite straightly ahead of the
company CEMESA . We pass the bar Cal Juanito , which we still
have to the right . We pass below the highway and turn to the left
side , following (continuing ) for the service road towards the gas
station and the hotel Cataluña y Aragón.
After passing the hotel and the gas station we will continue
for the wings of the highway and later there is a bridge that crosses
the highway where we will see a sign under the above mentioned
bridge that will take us to a raise coming to the camí of Montull 's
serra and we will continue the signs of the way where we will find a
farm .We leave to the left side the entry of the farm and are still
straight, are rising for a track, we will be a bifurcation and iremos to
the left side, a few meters more we will be different and we catch to
the right, surrounding this way the farm. We will rise and will think
a tower of high tension , that we will stop to our left side , we
continue rising and we will come at the end of the camí of Montull's
serra coming to another track that it crosses we will continue to the
left side, to few meters we have to bear in mind and to pay attention
for that there is a bifurcation and have to continue to the right of
descent , go out to the N-II justly to the limit of Catalonia and
Aragon. We continue for a service road, cogeremos a way asphalted
surface parallel to the service road and we will continue the signs
entering to the barrio de la Litera.

11,6 Km Barrio de Litera
We pass behind the hotel Oasis and come to a great
industrial estate, we will continue this track always straight until we
manage to stop to an old woman road that will return in raise and
iremos to stopping to the club of Tennis Fraga. We do a curve to
the left side and once it arrives completely we turn to the right in
direction the road N-II continue it and a few meters later we turn
aside for a way that lowers parallel the NII , enter the industrial
park and we will continue the NII leaving her after a few meters
and we enter the former road Fraga.
7 Km Fraga
We are in the street of Obradores . It curls and we continue
up to coming to Barron Segoñe 's walk. Of here we have to catch
the walk of the Reyes Católicos and to cross the river Cinca for
the first bridge. We are in the avenue of Aragon. We pass for the
side of the bus station and come to the road N-II.

FROM FRAGA TO ZARAGOZA
Km Partial 126,8
Accumulated Km 336,8
The exit of Fraga with the raise to the Ventorrillo supposes for the
pilgrim the discovery of a new experience with the way that was
not making it indifferent to the situations lived in the austerity and
loneliness of the Monegros. They are hundred Kilometres of
immense esplanades and immense as desert horizons that force to
do big stages as prologue of what we will live in field lands.
It is necessary to dose and avoid the heat hours for few
services that we will be in these stages.
But if it has this experience slightly positive, it is to have
overcome this obstacle when we have come to Zaragoza and stand
firm before Pilar.

FROM FRAGA TO CANDASNOS
Km Partial 26,4
Accumulated Km 236,4
0,0 Km Fraga
We have to continue the voyage of the road up to the
kilometric point 434 , cross with the road of Mequinenza to
Huesca . We continue towards the right towards Huesca
approximately 200 meters, pass a small bridge and to the left side,
next to Grúas Cabos (street Monasterio de Sigena ), catch the way
for the Ravine of the Old Way that takes us to a few fields of
fruits, olive groves and pines, on having gained the plateau. It is a
long and hard ascension , which leaves to our backs the garden of
Fraga and in front of us an immense plain that gets lost in the
horizon.

Way of the Ventorrillo

8,2 Km El Ventorrillo
We come to what was a gas station and take the way that
goes out behind. We will have native to our left side.
5,5 Km Ventas del Rey
Ventas del Rey (Closed every Saturday evening . Point
kilometer 422 of the N-II. We leave the gas station to the left side and
pass between the left houses , 416 of the N-II the way us forces the
Point kilometer to cross the road.
Candasnos 's panoramic sight from the top of the
Cruzanzana where there are a few antennas. We lower and cross the
N -II (to the right there is a gas station and a hotel restaurant ),
cogeremos the straight way towards a bridge on the highway AP-2 once
crossed the highway we are still quite straight for the way that will take
Candasnos to us always concentrating on the signs.
12,7Km Candasnos

An image that it will find it hard to us to return to see until we do not come to
Zaragoza

FROM CANDASNOS TO BUJARALOZ
Km Partial 22,2
Accumulated Km 258,6
0,0Km Candasnos
We cross the village for the voyage of the road up to the
crossing with Caspe's road.We it continue a few meters and
take the parallel way to N-II for your left side. We come to a
fountain, the only one of the way the surrounded with trees.We
continue always for the same way as indicate us the signs. There
will come a moment that we raise for a curled slope and later on
we will pass between an inn and a store of fruit where we will see
that the way bifurcates will have to catch that of the right as
indicate us the signs.
9,9 Km Peñalba
We approach the village continuing the ravine of the river
Valcuerna .We continue the Santa street Quiteria and return
native. We cross it and behind the restaurant The Trigal, take a
road in raise that meets again later with the road of Caspe . We
continue for left side. To come above , we walk along a straight
long billiard cue until the end. We leave the road and go to the
right for a rural way.We will come to a crossing way and to the
side we still have a shed. We continue rectum up to Bujaraloz.
12,3 Km Bujaraloz
We approach Bujaraloz for the side of a raft.

FROM BUJARALOZ TO PINA DE EBRO
Km Partial 37,2 Km
Accumulated Km 295,8
0,0 Km Bujaraloz
We go out to the N-II and catch her towards the left side
crossing the village and after the last gas station to the kilometric
point 390,5 we catch a way that leaves the national road to our left
side , in the kilometric point 386 ,5 of the N-II we cross the road
and continue the parallel way in another band , Hermitage of San
Jorge.

Hermitage in the service' s area el Ciervo

9,2 Km Service' s area el Ciervo
Service's area el Ciervo kilometric point 381,7 of the N-II goes
out behind the gas station and the hotel continuing a way parallel to
the national road but to a few hundreds of meters of distance , we
continue always this way and come to Gelsa 's road (A1105 ),
continue it in direction Gelsa during 1,5 kilometres until we should see
a sign that will take us to a broad path that rises a bit up to coming to
the Venta de Santa Lucía.

9,8 Km Venta de Santa Lucía
Venta de Santa Lucía (saturdays closed ), to the kilometric
point 372,3 of the N-II it goes out behind the parking for a
way that us brings over to the N-II, whichwe will continue.In
three kilometres approximately we pass for the side of a house
left our left side.In approximately two kilometres we will meet
a bifurcation . We catch the way of the right . After passing
under one lines of high tension we enter the zone of regadíos
of Pina de Ebro , continuing the same way go out to Pina 's
road at the level)of the Cooperative of San Gregorio.From the
cooperative we have to continue the road to left side towards
the visible population of Pina de Ebro.

18,2 Km Pina de Ebro

FROM PINA DE EBRO TO EL BURGO DE EBRO
Km Partial 23,8
Accumulated Km 319,6
0,0 Km Pina de Ebro
We go out of the village for the same road , cross the river
Ebro and we continue the road approximately three
Kilometres .We leave the road and we will see the crossing
way to Santiago before crossing the route of the train for a
bridge. In this point of the tour and up to Logroño our way
coincides with the wayJacobeo of the Ebro that has your
beginning in the river mouth of the river, we are still parallel
to the route of the train, first we support it to our left side,
later on we will cross it for a step to level and will continue it
for another side. We will cross the routes of the AVE(HIGH
SPEED TRAIN ) for below and we move away from the
routes. Entering in Fuentes de Ebro.
10,8 Km Fuentes de Ebro
We go out of the population for the street that is between the
caserna of the guardia civil and the ambulatory one, pass on the route
of the train and catch the way that goes out to the left side being still
always straight and concentrating on the enormous industry Saica ,
which we will leave to our left side. Later on we will coincide with a
GR and 1,5 Km later we will find a bifurcation for which we will leave
the GR to our right and will continue up to entering the central street
of Burgo de Ebro.
13 Km Burgo de Ebro

FROM EL BURGO DE EBRO TO ZARAGOZA
Km Partial 17,2 Km
Accumulated Km
336,8
00 Km Burgo de Ebro
We go out of the urban nucleu ) and we will go out to a parallel
way to Highway A-68 supporting it to our left side up to entering
in Cartuja Baja for the street los Muros.

8,9 Km Cartuja Baja
We go out for the street Juan de las Viñas . We cross the av.
Constitucion and we take, a track of land. After approximately two
kilometres we will travel a few meters for the former national one
and before a rotunda we will continue a track to the right. We will
leave the A-68 to our left side and iremos parallel it. Before coming
to a gas station we turn aside for the way or of the Alfranca up to
the entry of Zaragoza.
We will continue for Walk Echegaray Y Caballero up to the
Basilica of Pilar.
8,3 Km Zaragoza

FROM ZARAGOZA TO ALAGÓN
Km Partial 29,1 Km
Accumulated 365,9

0 Km Zaragoza
We go out of Zaragoza of the square of Pilar for the street Alfonso I,
next to the bar Santiago. We catch second crossing to the right, the
street Manifestation, and are still straight passing ahead of the market,
the streets Predicadores and Santa Lucia, Europa's square and abreast
for the avenue Paul Gargallo until the end. This avenue dies in another
avenue trasversal, the street France. To the left side we see the modern
train station The Delicias. Street France. We cross it and abreast we go
down to looking for the pedestrian way that passes close to the Ebro,
leaving to the left side the immense parking of the Expo. We are
continuing this way of walk during almost half hour.
We must give many attention not to pass from length: rightly when it
ends the wall of the Sports Park of the Ebro we have to leave the
pedestrians' way and take to the left side, in perpendicularly, the track
asfalthed called Monzalbarba's way.
.
10,1 Km. Monzalbarba
We continue the walk de la Sagrada. On having gone out of
the urban nucleus we cross a small bridge and to 100 meters we
turn aside to the left side for a track that we continue up to
coming to a bridge . We cross the highway for the bridge and are
still straight passing for the side of a house with an indicative
majolica ware of i walk and this way we enter to Utebo 's urban
nucleus.

Monzalbarba's locality has 1.678 inhabitants approximately. Does
the name of the city come from Manzil al-barbar. that was
meaning ' accession of the Berbers ', or 'venta´, according to others.

That to see: the Ermita de Nuestra Señora de la Sagrada,
or of the Antigua , the walk of the Sagrada or the so called
Andador de la Virgen, in the square Spain remains the interesting
one Mudejar tower belonging to a former church , to
approximately 500 meters of the exit of the village is the Tower
of Valencian typical Aragonese together with it Almozara 's
irrigation ditch one of the channels of irrigation Aragonese ancient
mas . Gone out by the street de la Sagrada , direction former
washer , continuing the arrows that should take us to Utebo 's
locality.
Where to be informed : Councillorship
of the
neighborhood: 976 772 893
3,6 Km Utebo
The parish of Santa Maria, declared national monument, has
a Mudejar tower of s . The XIVth very reproduced
in
photographies , up to the point of that this one reproduced in the
' Pueblo Español ' of Barcelona .We pass ahead from the tower and
go out of the village for the street of the Huerta Alta. We continue a
track parallel to the route of the train but without crossing it, pass
ahead of one factories and at the level of a factory of ice creams we
will cross the highway for a bridge that stays to right hand . Once
crossed the bridge we are still straight for the track
that does curve to the left side and continues between fields of
culture.
The locality possesses 11.345 inhabitants approximately.
It answers to the name of the Eighth mile of the ancient

roman road that was going from, Caesaraugusta to Asturica for
Allobone (Barcelona, Montserrat, Lleida, Saragossa, Alagón,
Astorga).
What to see : In the square of the church they found
remains of a Villa romana and a mosaic that is in the museum of
Beautiful Arts of Zaragoza
The Church of Santa Maria and the Mudejar tower, the
museum and Center of Culture Casa Mesonada, the old town
and in the own church. Utebo supports the toponym of the street
of Hospital.
Gone out by the Street de la Huerta towards Sobradiel .
Where to be informed: Town hall 976 773 895 or in the
parish 976 770 256.
5,4 Km Sobradiel
We cross the village passing for the side of a nice park. On
having gone out of the urban nucleus we have to stop and to put
attention since we find an irrigation ditch that we have to continue
leaving her ours left .We continue the same way between the
irrigation ditch to the left side and the river Ebro to the right up to
coming to Torres de Berrellen .Locality with a census of 646
inhabitants approximately , belonged to Sobradiel 's county . The
lands were linked to the Hospital de Santa Cristina de
Somport in Hospital in Huesca.
What to see : Parochial Church of Santiago Apostle ,
preserves interesting relief of alabaster of the adoration of the
shepherds . Interesting baroque set formed by church, palace and
gardens, gone out by the street del Conde.

Where to be informed: Town hall 976 139 001 and the
parish of Santiago Apostle 976 139 097.
3,5 Km. Torres de Berrellén
Locality with a census of 1.418 inhabitants approximately ,
watchtower praises on the river Ebro of the mounts of the
Castellar . Of poor appearance in it of the landscape from the
decade of the 70 it belongs to the field of San's military maneuvers
Gregorio.
What to see : Castle and Hermitage of Santa Maria
Magdalena (ruins ) and of Our Lady of the Castellar , in a stay of
the castle, tells the tradition that there was enclosed the Castilian
queen dona Urraca .Gone out by the square del Puente Alto, we
leave the schools to the left side and catch the street Garfilan and
an agreeable agricultural way.

Sight of the valley of the Ebro from the Watchtower
Candespina and Torres de Berrellén (to the Fund).
Photography of Belén Beloqui

grove

We cross the population and go out for a wide track . To
approximately three kilometres we will cross the river Jalón .
Awhile later the track that we continue does curve to the right
towards the river Ebro, at this moment we leave her to continue
another track that goes out to the left side towards the highway .
There uses us as guide a high chimney of the factory of Alagón 's
sugar .Finally , we walk along the side of the highway up to being
able to cross it for a bridge and immediately we pass also on the
route of the train and continuing the arrows up to coming to
Alagón.
6,5 Km. Alagón

FROM ALAGÓN TO GALLUR
Km Partial 22,3 Km
Accumulated Km 388,2
0,0 Km. Alagón
We go out of Alagón for the street of San Antonio M ª Claret
that ends in avenue The Portalada . We continue it to the right and
pass ahead from an educational complex .We cross a road and are
still straight for the side of an industrial ship . We are still always
straight for the same track and pass under the highway and the
route of the train up to coming to another road that we will
continue to the left side during approximately 4 kilometres .This
locality has an approximate census of 5.636 inhabitants , in the
Roman epoch Antonio is mentioned in the itinerary by Allobone's
name.
What to see: San's Pedro church Apostle, The church of
San Juan Baptizer , and in the street Pignatelli n º 4 known as
House Neighborhoods. Ntra's church. Ms of the Castle.
Where To be Informed: Town hall 976 610 300 or the Parish

976 612 465.

5,2 Km. Cabañas de Ebro
We go out of the village continuing the indicative signs of
Alcala of Ebro and the Insula Barataria . The way is very similar to
the tour till now continuing the irrigation ditches of irrigation, cane
plantations , and fields of wheat and gardens . This locality has
approximately 544 inhabitants registered approximately . It is situated
in a former route prerromana or of Aborigen's step.

What to see: the good panoramic ones of the Ebro between
Alagón's localities and Cabañas, remains of walls with good ashlars
nowadays out of the meander of the river, inside the village.
Exit : we cross the whole village for the Major street up to
coming to the warehouse of the water . We go to our left side
leaving the river Ebro to our right . Later on we will find a
bifurcation . We continue to the left side and approximately two
kilometres later we will find a crossing. We continue to the right for
track asfalthed entering Alcala of Ebro the street Miguel de
Cervantes.
Where to be Informed: Town hall 976 616 275.

Sancho Panza Pensador's statue in Alcalá de Ebro

4,2 Km. Alcalá de Ebro
Here it is a forced photography the river Ebro and the
monument dedicated to a thoughtful Sancho Panza and we
continue doing way supporting the river Ebro to our right and
taking the chimney of the sugar bowl as the reference, in front of
us, of Luceni.

This locality has a census of 294 inhabitants approximately.
In Arab it means ' the Castle ' (al - calat).In this place in the middle
of Alagón's Real way and Alcala of Ebro it was a testimony of the
writer Cervantes in his work of Quijote.
What to see : there stay former walls of your )castle , the
charming place almost quite on the meander of the Ebro , the
monument to Sancho Panza , the parochial church of the Holiest
Trinidad.
Exit: for the Real street it comes near to the parochial
church. To go out for the bank of the river, close to a playpark.
Where to be informed: Town hall 976 615 716.
4,6 Km Luceni
This locality has a census of 1.057 inhabitants approximately,
of the Roman name of Lucius, Lucianus, o Luciena.

Certificate dedicated to the pilgrims that permission the Virgin visits
of Pilar and engraving with the Virgin in the Prop with that Of The North

We cross the quite straight village . On having gone out of
the urban nucleus we will find a rotunda, we have to continue for
the road asfaltada 7 kilometres up to Gallur.To right ours we have
Castejón 's mountains and the river Ebro, and to the left side the
whole network of communications , train, N-232, highway To 68,
and the Imperial channel.A bit before coming to Gallur, we cross
the autonomous road A-127 (of Soria to Sanguesa ), and the
vertical axis of Five Villas.

8,3 Km. Gallur
Ebro and the Imperial Channel is placed between the river.
The population celebrates the holiday of San's Pedro Chair, which
Is Commemorated on February 22 only in Rome , Antioch and
Gallur .The census of this village patrols approximately 2.945
inhabitants . Your name comes from the Gallic tribes. It is situated
also in the former indigenous route (prerromana ), in the right
margin of Ebro archaeological Deposit of The Cabezuelo near the
village . In this population begins also the Way Castellano Aragones that goes to the province of Soria and connects with
the route of the Lana.
What to see: mas ancient one agrees your nucleus on a hill,
with castle that was dominating the Ebro , San 's parochial
church Pedro , the street of Santiago Apostle , the viewing- point
close to the church dominating the region of Five Villas.
Where to be informed: Town hall 976 864 056, the office of
Information and Tourism : 669 415 201 (Road N - 232) or San's
Pedro parish 976 864 930.

FROM GALLUR TO TUDELA
Km Partials 36,5
Accumulated Km 424,7
00 Km. Gallur
To go out of the village we have to continue for the street that
passes)ahead from San's Pedro church.On the houses having finished
we will leave a white cross to right hand, there is a nice panoramic sight
of the Ebro and your valley.We are still straight and approximately 8
kilometres later on and at the level of an agricultural department store we
will find the imperial channel that we have to continue up to El Bocal ,
which should want to go to the population of Mallén has to cross the
bridge that exists immediately later, those that do not need to go to the
village can continue for the way of service of the Imperial Channel
supporting it always to your left side. This way has to follow more than
22 kilometres up to coming to El Bocal

VARIANT MALLÉN-CORTES
17,6 Km. Mallén
Those that have caught the way towards Mallén will pass
below the route of the train and will approach the population for
the side of the stores DIA. To go out of the village it has to follow
towards Cortes , first village of the Jurisdiction of Navarre , after
crossing the N-232 and the route of the train.This one locality have
one census brought near of 3.186 inhabitants , Manlius has the
person's Roman name.

In Mallén there were two Hospitals one founded in 1424 for
Pedro Forner and Maria of Alberto and that of Santa Maria that was
re-fused by the first one.
What to see: The parochial church of Our Lady of
Angels, the hermitage of Our Lady of the Puy.
Where to be informed: Town hall 976 850 005, the parish
of Our Lady of the Angels 976 850 053.

3,0 Km. Cortes
We are in lands of irrigation that receive the water of the
channel of Lodosa and of the Imperial channel of Aragon , go out
crossing the Imperial channel that we continue for the way of
service having it always to our left side, to the right and as backdrop
they accompany the Bardenas Reales and to the left side the
immense Moncayo, which during several stages will monitor us.

FOR RIBAFORADA AND EL BOCAL FROM GALLUR
24 Km. Ribaforada
The population stays to our left side to accede we have to
pass the bridge of the channel.
In any case we have to continue for the way that we were
continuing parallel to the Imperial channel, to go to El Bocal.
4,7 Km. El Bocal
We enter to the artificial settlement of El Bocal the side of a
bridge (attention: do not pass) for below. On having entered we will
find a bifurcation . To the left side we will be still parallel to the
Channel and in the house of the hatches cogeremos a not very clear
way.We recommend to continue for the right, pass ahead from the
bar El Roble and we continue for the road asfalthed and go directly
to the house of the hatches.
We pass ahead same from the house , place of birth of the
imperial channel , and continue the track that in the first moment
goes parallel to the Channel but in the opposite direction to the one
that we have continued last stages. To approximately 500 meters we
go on a little bridge on an auxiliary channel and turn to the right
passing for the door of entry of the estate The Carrizal .We are
bordering on this immense estate until we find the route of the train
that we will continue always in parallel until a moment comes that
we cross the National road below a bridge. When already we are to
the sights of the city we will cross the route of the train for a great
bridge and this way we enter the city.

7,8 Km Tudela
The second city of Navarre has titles of " very noble and very
loyal " and is the capital of the region of the Bank. Your episcopal
headquarters and your )cathedral (s. The XIIth ) are a patrimonial
jewel of the city.

Image of the way of the Ebro for lands
inhabitants of La Rioja

FROM TUDELA TO ALFARO
Km Partial 24,4
Accumulated Km 449,1
0,0 Km Tudela
We go out of Tudela crossing the routes of the train for a
small tunnel and we go to the left side for the walk of the Christ up
to meeting a great industrial ship where we will turn to the right and
then to the left side and iremos progressively approaching to the
river Ebro. Going parallel to the same one.
To approximately 8 kilometres we cross the route of the train,
and a bit later, to approximately 5 kilometres , pass the highway of
Navarre AP - 15. Practically the route of the train us accompanies
the whole stage . We go out to a road , in Castejón 's entry . We
continue it to the left side and turn for the street Navas de Tolosa
to the right.

19,1 Km Castejón
We go out of Castejón and enter to the Autonomous
Community of the Rioja . We go the whole moment by road
regional up to coming to Alfaro.
5,3 Km Alfaro
This population has an approximate census of 10 .000
inhabitants , this city is called the Paradise of the storks . This city
was considered to be a strategic point, the key of the Castilian, and
it is because of it that in the shield figures a castle and a key of
silver.

The collegiate church of San Miguel (s. The VIth) it receives
the major colony of storks of the world. The agriculture is good to
know that we are in the community of Rioja that is the region of
the excellent wine and of the vegetables . In ranching the modern
cattle facilities stand out especially poultry , sheep , porcine and
bovine.
What to see: The Ninfeo Romano , Collegiate church of
San Miguel , Church of Our Lady of the Hamlet , San 's
Convent Francisco of You Seize , San Roque 's Hermitage ,
Palace Sáenz of Heredia, Palace Remírez, Lordly Houses, Old
prison, the square of Spain. Former Town hall, to see the late
afternoon in Sotos de Ebro.
Where to be informed: Palace Abacial, 941 180 032-034, of
(9 to 14 Hours), Cultural and Tourist Center 941 180 133,
e- mail: turismo@aytoalfaro.org
web: www.conlared.org/alfaro/

FROM ALFARO TO CALAHORRA
Km Partials 24,9
Accumulated Km 474
0,0 Km. Alfaro
We go out of Alfaro for the road of Logrono crossing the
river Alhama and later the route of the train, we walk supporting the
N-232 and the railroad to our left hand.
The landscape is more varied than the previous stage . Now
they accompany theirs gardens and vineyards besides the Moncayo
that still continues being vigilant .We enter Rincón de Soto the
av. Alfaro and we continue to the right the street Cascajuelo until
the end.
11,8 Km. Rincón de Soto
We go out of the city continuing the avenue of the Rioja .
Ultimately we find an irrigation ditch that we continue at first ,
supporting it to our left side.
Very soon we will cross it and will continue it for another
band, we continue always for track asfaltada up to Calahorra . Five
kilometres later we cross the Channel of Lodosa and a kilometre
later we go out to a secondary road, continue it to the left side and
pass below the routes of the train.
Before coming we pass for the side of the Convent of
Carmelite mothers.

13,1 Km. Calahorra
City bi-thousand -year-old, here abouts the Roman causeway
was passing of Tarraco-Artúrica. There is full of references Jacobeas
the baptismal Battery of the Cathedral of Santa Maria (s. The
XVIth) as pilgrim's scallops, gourds and it has an image of Santiago.
Also it has the most ancient custody of Spain known with the
name of The Cypress.
What to see: the Monastery of San Jose " Was Founding this
convent in Calahorra 's city of religious Barefooted of the order of
Our Lady of the Monte Carmelo , whose vocation belongs to the
gentleman San José...»

Calahorra's sight

FROM CALAHORRA TO ARRUBAL
Km Partial 34,6
Accumulated Km 508,6

0,0 Km Calahorra
We go out of Calahorra supplied of water, for Alcanadre's old
way, towards the road of Murillo of Calahorra, pass the route of the
train and catch a way to the left side, continue some kilometres for
the remains magnificently preserved , of Tarraco -Artúrica 's former
Roman causeway , Cross the route of the train and enter
momentarily to the Jurisdiction of Navarre.
We pass the local road 123 (of Pradejón , Sartaguda , to Lo
dosa ) and little later the highway A-68 an underground here we
return to enter to the community of the Rioja. To approximately 4
kilometres we return to go on the highway AP-68 this time for a
high step and in 3 more kilometres we come to Alcanadre it from
the water it is for that there is nothing in 19 kilometres that the
stage consists and finally a nuance , is necessary to be always
attentive to the signs. .
19,2 Km. Alcanadre
We go out for the road towards Ausejo-Logrono, and later, of
a protection barrier we catch the way that goes out to the right and
enters a few olive groves.

The way goes for a valley that surrounds a few mounts . We
continue until we come to a crossing way that of the right it does
descent and goes to Aradón's Hermitage, which will be the fact that
cogeremos, and immediately afterwards we will be the routes of the
train to our right and a couple of Km later on we will cross the
route and will continue it parallel for a former Roman route with
enough vegetation , leaving to our left side a forest of pines . We
continue the signs and little later we will come to Arrúbal.
15, 4 Km Arrúbal

FROM ARRUBAL TO LOGROÑO
Km Partial 18,2
Accumulated Km 526,8
00 km Arrúbal
To the exit of the village we find three ways, catch that of the
center that it begins in a country house and continue it, between
gardens, up to Agoncillo. Always continuing the signs of the way of
Santiago.
3,7 Km. Agoncillo
We go out of the village for the principal street meeting Ntra's
hermitage. Ms of Dolores and we cross the river Leza. We will cross
the route of the train below a small bridge coming to the N-232
crossing the river Leza and iremos for it approximately 3 Km
crossing a village called Recajo and at the level of a store of
furniture we will cross the Nacional and the route of the train and
we turn to the right for a forest way. The track does a double curve
and we it continue leaving a store to our right . We will come
despues to an urbanization. Later on we will be the river Iregua that
we will cross for a bridge , later iremos for a street , will cross for a
bridge Highway and we will enter Logroño.
14,5 Km. Logroño
We have to be going to look for the Street Rúa Vieja where
we will meet the signs of the French Way. The historical origins are
difficult to indicate, one agrees in the lot of the former Vareia,

in whose surroundings there was the fluvial port of the of
Tarragona one destroyed by Leovigildo in the year 574.
What to see: the bridge on the Ebro, the fountain of the
pilgrims , Saint Bartholomew , the Cathedral , the parish of
Holy Maria of the Palace, the church of Santiago the Real one.
Where To be Informed: Logroño – Refuge to the
headquarters of the A.A.Cº Santiago, 3 €, street Rúa Vieja, 32. Tel.941 260 234/239 201. Town hall Tel. - 941 277 000. (Info. 010).
Police officer Tel. - 092. Station Bus. Tel.- 941235 983.
RENFE. Tel.- 902 240 202.

Image of Santiago of the church of Santiago
the Real one

LOCALITIES AND VILLAGES IN THE WAY OF
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LA RIOJA
LOGROÑO.
S-H-B-Q
Connect with the French way and the way Jacobeo of the
Ebro from lands Catalanoaragonesas , leaving the way Jacobeo of
Ebro us enters in the capital of the Rioja.
What to see: the cathedral of Holy Maria de la Redonda ,
church of Saint Bartholomew , Imperial church of Holy Maria
of Palace , church of Santiago The Real one , walls and the
Door of Carlos V.
Where to be informed : Office of tourism (941 260 665),
Federación Española de Asociaciones del Camino de Santiago
(941 24 56 74) www.caminosantiago .org , Asociación de Amigos
del Camino de Santiago de la Rioja (941 26 02 34).
NÁJERA.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Monastery of Holy Maria the Real one,
cloister of the Gentlemen museum and the caves of The
Castle.
Where to be informed: Office of tourism(941 360 041);
Asociacion de Amigos del Camino de Santiago de Nájera
(941 36 21 21).

SANTO DOMINGO DE LA CALZADA.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Cathedral, convent of San Francisco, the
national inn.
Where to be informed: Office of tourism (941 341 230);
Office of information to the pilgrim (941 343 390).

BURGOS
RENDECILLA DEL CAMINO.
S-B-Q
What to see: Jurisdictional Roll, the church of Our Lady
of the Street and your baptismal battery.
Where to be informed: Office of tourism. Town hall
(947 588 080 and 947 580 283).
VILORIA DE RIOJA. Cradle and mother land of Santo
Domingo of the Causeway even does slightly still his natal house
was remaining in foot.
What to see: the parochial church of the Asuncion of Our
Lady.

BELORADO
S-H-B-Q

What to see: Church of Santa Maria, San's Pedro Church
the (XVII)th, Hermitage of Our Lady of Bethlehem , Convent
of Our Lady of the Bretonera (s. The XVIth), Castle, caves of
Saint Valentine and Holy Pia and the Jewry.
Where to be informed: Office of tourist information in
Town hall Major Square n º 1 (947 377 001).
TOSANTOS.
B
What to see: San Esteban's parochial Church, cave
Hermitage of Our Lady of the Peña.
VILLAFRANCA MONTES DE OCA.
S-H-B-Q
What to see : San Félix 's Monastery of Goose (s. The
IXth), parochial church of Santiago , Hospital of San Antonio
Abad, hermitage of the Virgin of Oca.
SAN JUAN DE ORTEGA.
S-B
What to see: Monastery of San Juan of Imperial sand
grouse (s. The XIIth), and the chapel of Saint Nicholas.
ATAPUERCA.
Q
What to see: parochial Church of St Martin, pertaining to
dolmens Tombs , Megalith , and Deposits of Sierra of
Atapuerca.

Where to be informed : Arque ocio (947 421 462 fax 947 421
540), www .atapuerca .com , general Information in the Town hall
(947 430 323 and 947 430 435) www.atapuerca.es, info@atapuerca.es.
BURGOS.
S-H-B-Q
What to see : Church of Santa Maria the Real one and
Antigua of Gamonal , San Bernardo 's convent , Monastery of
San Juan, Hospital of San Juan, San Lesmes's Church, Arch of
San Juan,San Gil's church, Cathedral of Santa Maria, Palace of
Maluenda or of Castilfale , Saint Nicholas de Bari 's church ,
Fernán 's Arch Gonzalez , monument to Empecinado , Lot of
the Cid, Arch ofSanta Maria , Arch of St Martin , San's Pedro
church of Source , Bridge of Leprous , San Amaro 's Chapel ,
Hospital of King, Carthusian of Miraflores, Monastery of Las
Huelgas.
Where to be informed : Patronage Of Tourism Of Burgos
street Asunción de Nuestra Señora nº 3 (947 279 432 ), Office of
Tourist Information of the Junta. Square de Alonso Martínez nº 7
(947 203 125). Office of Tourism . Walkdel Espolón s/n (Principal
theatre ) (947 288 874 and 947 288 851), Asociación de Amigos del
Camino de Santiago de Burgos Street Santander nº 13 2º (947 268
386).

TARDAJOS.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Church of Santa Maria, apostolic College of
Paúles, Cruise (s. The XVIIth), the bridge of the Archbishop.

RABE DE LAS CALZADAS The difficulties that there
supposed crossing the swampy valley of the Urbiel (today an
agreeable walk of 2 Km) they are reflected in this saying well-known
in the way.
<De Rabe a Tardajos,
no te faltarán Trabajos,
de Tardajos a Rabe,
¡Libera nos, domine!>
What to see: Parish of Santa Maria, Hermitage of Our
Lady of the Monastery.
HORNILLOS DEL CAMINO.
S
What to see: San's Roman parochial Church, Hermitage
of Santa Maria, Sancti Spiritus's Hospital, medieval Bridges.
HONTANAS.
S-B
What to see : parochial Church of Our Lady of
Concepcion , Hospital of San Juan , Convent of San Miguel ,
San Vicente's hermitage, Tower.
In the surroundings: Between Hontanas and Castrojeriz we are
San Antón's Convent. Impressive Gothic work of the order of the
Antonianos , which had three ships and transepto , with wide
portico.
In this convent the patients of San Antón's Fire (medieval
disease similar to the leprosy) were receiving the Tau (a species of
scapulary) the bread and San Antón's wine. Shelter of private San
Antón (12 seats).

CASTROJERIZ.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Ex-collegiate church of Santa Maria of the
Apple tree (s.The IXth), parochial Church of Santo Domingo,
Church of San Juan , Convent of San Francisco , Convent of
Santa Clara , House of Cordón , Wall , castle , The Fort , The
Tower.
Where to be informed: Office of Tourist information.
Town hall Major Square, nº1 (947 377 001).

PALENCIA
ITERO DE LA VEGA.
S-H-B-Q
The first village of the province of Palencia after crossing the
historical place of Bridge Fitero one of the most beautiful and more
lengths of the way for which there passes the river Pisuerga.
What to see: Hermitage of Our Lady of the Piety, San's
Pedro parochial Church, Gothic Roll.
Where to be informed: Town hall (979 151 826).
BOADILLA DEL CAMINO.
S-B-Q
What to see: Church of Our Lady of Asuncion, Gothic
Roll.
Where to be informed: Office of Tourism (979 810 390). Town
hall.

FROMISTA.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Church of St Martin , San's Pedro Church ,
Church of Our Lady of the Otero , Historical Museum
Ethnographic, the Channel of Castile.
Where to be informed: Office of Tourism. Central walk(979
810 180), Center of Information of the way of Santiago . Street
Carremonzon, nº 2 (979 81 09 26), fromista@caminosantiago.org.
VILLALCAZAR DE SIRGA.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Church of the White Virgin.
Where to be informed: Office of Tourism. Mayor Square,
(979 88 80 41).
CARRION DE LOS CONDES.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Real Monasterio of Santa Clara, the Church
of Holy Maria of the way , the Church of Santiago , Real
Monastery of San Zolio , the Hermitages of San Andrés and
San Julián, the Sanctuary of Our Lady of Belen.
Where to be informed : Office of Tourism . Street Santa
María ( 979 880 932 ), Asociación de Amigos del Camino de
Santiago de Palencia . Post office box n º4 (979 880 902 ),
info@bibliotecajacobea .org. Center of Tourist Initiatives of Way
of Santiago Palentino. San Zoilo's real Monastery (979 880 902).

CALZADILLA DE LA CUEZA.
S-H-B
What to see: Parochial Church of St Martin.
TERRADILLOS DE LOS TEMPLARIOS:
S-B-Q
What to see: San's Pedro parochial Church.

MORATINOS.
What to see: parochial Church of Saint Thomas.
SAN NICOLAS del REAL CAMINO:
What to see: Saint Nicholas Obispo's Church.

LEÓN
SAHAGÚN.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: San Benito 's Arch , Church of laTrinidad ,
Church of Sahún 's San Juan , SanTirso 's Church , parochial
Church of The St Lawrence , Monastery of the Benedictine
Mothers , Our Lady la Peregrina The Virgin of the Puente ,
Bridge de Canto , Monastery of San Facundo and San
Primitivo, Monastery of San Pedro de las Dueñas.

Where to be informed: Office of Tourism, Street Arco nº 87
( 987 782 117), CIT Sahagún. Mayor Square nº 18 (987 262 092).
BERCIANOS DEL REAL CAMINO.
S-Q
What to see: Hermitage of the Virgin of Perales " The
Perala ", Parochial church of the Salvador, source of the
Romero.
EL BURGO RANERO.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Hermitage of the Saint Christ de la Vera
Cruz, San's Pedro parochial Church.
RELIEGOS.
S-B-Q
What to see: parochial Church of San Cornelio and San
Cipriano, Ruins of the church - strength of San Antonio Abad.
MANSILLA DE LAS MULAS.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Important remains of the walls, doors and
five towers albarranas or buckets , parochial Church of Holy
Maria, Church of St Martin, San Agustín's Convent, Sanctuary
of the Virgin of Gracia.
Where to be informed : Asociación de Amigos del Camino
de Santiago de Mansilla, Casa de Cultura San Martín, nº 1 (987 310
005 and 987 311 193) ,CIT Mansilla Medieval . San Martín square
nº 3, 3º Left. Office of Tourist Information , Los Mesones , nº 16 (
987 310 138).

LEÓN.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Cathedral, San Isidoro's Real Basilica, House
Botines , San Marcos , Church of Holy Ana , Church of the
Market, Walls.
Where to be informed : Asociación de Amigos del Camino
de Santiago Pulchra Leonina . Post office box 284. 24080 León .
Office of Tourist Information of León, Square de la Regla, nº 3-4
(987 237 082). Office of Municipal Tourism. Avda. Ordoño II, nº
10 (987 895 567 and 987 895 491 ), Consortium Provincial
Patronage of León 's tourism . Square de la Regla , S/N (Building
Torreón) (987 292 189 and 987 292 193).
LA VIRGEN DEL CAMINO.
H-B-Q
What to see: Sanctuary of the Virgin of the way and the
museum.
VILLADANGOS DEL PÁRAMO
S-B
What to see: parochial Church of Santiago.
HOSPITAL DE ORBIGO.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Gothic Bridge of s. The XIIIth known as
Paso Honroso, Church of San Juan Bautista.
Where to be informed: CIT Orbigo Street Álvarez Vega, nº 1
(987 388 414).

ASTORGA.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Cathedral , Episcopal Palace , Museum of
Ways , Roman Wall , gastula Roman , Santuario of Fátima ,
Town hall , Sancti Spiritus 's Convent , Church of Saint
Bartholomew, Museum of the Chocolate.
Where to be informed: Office of Tourism. Glorieta Eduardo
Castro , nº 5 (987 618 222). Asociación de Amigos del Camino de
Santiago de Astorga y Comarca . Square de los Marqueses de
Astorga , nº 13 (987 618 281 ). Caminoastorga @mixmail .com . CIT
Astorga. Av. José Antonio, nº 23 (987 615 205).
MURIAS DE RECHIVALDO.
S-B
What to see: San Esteban's parochial Church.
In the Surroundings. Though it is not in the way from Murias
a visit is recommended to Castrillo de los Polvazares because it is
the most representative example of the population maragata.
Declared set Historical - artistic.
SANTA CATALINA DE SOMOZA.
S-B
What to see: parochial Church of Santa Maria.

EL GANSO.
S-B
What to see: Parochial church of Santiago
RABANAL DEL CAMINO.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Hermitage of the Blessed Christ de la Vera
Cruz, Chapel of San Jose, parochial Church of the Asunción.
FONCEBADON.
S
What to see: La Cruz de Ferro, it is the simplest monument
that exists in the way but it is mas a sense of all the way of Santiago.
MANJARIN.
S
What to see: left village that had a hospital of pilgrims and of
which the first historical appointment is had in the year 1180. The
last Templar of the way visits Tomás.

EL ACEBO
S-B
What to see: parochial Church of San Miguel, step along
the central street of the village , and monument to Heinrich
Krause o the exit of the village this simple monument remembers
the death of a German pilgrim who was doing the way in bicycle.

MOLINASECA
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Saint Nicholas de Bari's Parish, Sanctuary
of Our Lady of the Quinta Angustia.
PONFERRADA.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Basilica of Our Lady of the Oak , castle of
the Templars , tower of the Clock , San Andrés 's Church ,
Museum of the Bierzo, Museum of the Radio Luis del Olmo,
Church of Concepcionistas , Museum of the Railroad , Town
hall.
Where to be informed: Asociación de amigos del camino de
Santiago del Bierzo, streetGil y Carrasco, nº 4 (987 404 532), Office
of Tourist Information street Gil y Carrasco, nº 4 (987 424 236),
Patronage of Tourism of the Region of The Bierzo. Av. de la
Minería, S/N, 3ª planta (987 425 351 y 987 424 722)
CACABELOS.
S-H-B-Q
What to see : Church of Santa Maria of the Plaza ,
Sanctuary of de las Angustias , San Roque 's Chapel ,
Archaeological Museum , archaeological Deposit La Edrada.
Where to be informed: CIT Ribera del Cua, street Ángel
Basante, nº 15 (617 809 991), Office of Tourism Mayor square, nº 1
(987 546 011).

VILLAFRANCA del BIERZO.
S-H-B-Q
What to see : Church of San Francisco , Church of
Santiago , Castle Palace of the Marquesses , Convent of the
Asuncion or of the Announced one , Convent of San Jose ,
Collegiate church of Holy Maria, Saint Nicholas Royal, Street
of the Water , convent of Concepcion , Monastery of San
Francisco.
Where to be informed: Office of Tourist Information , Av.
Bernardo Diez Olebar (987 540 028), CIT Villafranca del Bierzo,
av. Comandante Manso.
PEREJE.
S
What to see : Church and hospital of
pilgrims.
TRABADELO.
What to see: parochial Church of Saint Nicholas, Chapel
of Our Lady of the Asunción.

LA PORTELA DE VALCARCE.
H-B
What to see: Ferrería de Portela
VEGA DE VALCARCE.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Castle of Sarracín, Una Palloza and a
curious sculpture done with trunks of trees.

RUITELAN.
B-Q
What to see: parochial Church of San Juan Baptizer, San
Froilán's Hermitage.
HERRERÍAS.
H-B-Q
What to see: parochial Church, the Roman bridge, and Source.

HOSPITAL.
What to see: the church and the cemetery for pilgrims.
LA FABA.

What to see: San Andrés's Church.

LA LAGUNA DE CASTILLA.
S
He is a last village from Leon and final of stage in the tour of
the way of Santiago for Castile and León . It is the prelude of the
high place of O'Cebreiro, distant to only a kilometer.

LUGO
O’CEBREIRO
S-H-B

What to see: Sanctuary of O'Cebreiro's Santa Maria
(s. The IXth),pallozas.
Where to be informed : Office of Tourist Information of
Concello of Piedrafita do Cebreiro .(982 367 150), Information
Xacobeo in O’Cebreiro, (982 367 025).
SARRIA.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: medieval Helmet , Church of Holy Mariña ,
parochial Church of El Salvador , Hospital of San Antonio ,
Convent of the Magdalena, remains of theFortaleza.
Where to be informed: Information Concello de Sarria
(982 535 000), Equestrian Center the Walk of Santiago. (982 53
06 26).
PORTOMARÍN.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Church of San Juan, front page of San's
Church Pedro, House of the Count, Palace Berbetoros.
Where to be informed: Office of Tourist Information of
Portomarín's Concello, (982 545 070).

PALAS DE REI.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: San Tirso's Temple.

Where to be informed : Office of Tourist Information of
Concello ofPalas de Rey . (982 380 001 and 982 380 156 ),
Asociación de Amigos del Camino Orden das Donas e
Cabaleiros do Priorato de Vilar de Donas Os Lobos (670 523
688).

LA CORUÑA
MELIDE.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: San's Pedro church , or cruceiro of Melide ,
parochial Temple , Romanesque church of Santa Maria ,
MuseoArqueológico , Museum Melide 's Terra and Parochial
Museum of Sacred Art.
Where to be informed: Office of Information of
Melide's Concello. (981 505 003 and 981 505 275).
RIBADISO DA BAIXO
S
Shelter next to the river Iso.
ARZUA.
S-H-B-Q
What to see: Chapel of the Magdalena.
Where to be informed: Office of Information of the
Concello de Arzua (981 500 000).
SANTA IRENE
S-B
The bars are to a kilometreand half of distance .

PEDROUZO- ARCA
S-H-B-Q
Shelter behind the former Town hall.

LAVACOLLA
H-B-Q
MONTE DO GOZO
S-B
In the road of the airport , one advises to stay and to do the
management of Compost Her before coming to Santiago in the
morning.There is a bus from Santiago to the Monte do Gozo
SANTIAGO de COMPOSTELA.
What to see : the Cathedral of Santiago , Hotel Kings
Católicos , convent of Bonabal 's Santo Domingo , Church of
Holy Maria of the way, chapel of Animas, San Benito's church
, San Paio 's convent of Chancels , Raxoi 's country house ,
country house of Xelmirez , San Jerónimo 's college , college
Fonseca , house of Chapter , house of the Dean , house of the
Canons , monastery of San Martiño Pinario , convent of San
Francisco , San 's church Michael Dos Agros , San Agustín 's
convent , San Fiz's church of Solovio , church of Holy Maria
Salome, collegiate church of Holy Maria the Sar's Real.
Where to be informed : Office of Tourism of the Xunta
Xunta de Galicia . Rua del Villar , nº 43 (981 584 081 ), Office of
Information of the Santiago de Compostela , (981 542 342 and
981 542 300 ), Turgalicia , (981 542 527 ), Information Xacobeo in
Santiago (981 572 004), www.xacobeo.es.

ASOCIACIÓN DE AMIGOS DEL CAMINO DE SANTIAGO DE
L’HOSPITALET DE LLOBREGAT
RONDA LA TORRASSA 105. Planta 2
08903 L’ HOSPITALET DE LLOBREGAT
Tel. 933 326 748
www.peregrinoslh.com
aacslh@gmail.com

TO UPDATE THE INFORMATION IT DOES LACKING INFORMATION TO US OF
THE PILGRIMS. SEND US A FEW LINES IN A POSTCARD OR US ORDER AN
E-MAIL. THANK YOU.

